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• UMS

Orenduff up for position at
both Maine, New Mexico
By Jeff Teunisen
Staff Writer
J. Michael Orenduff is one of
the four finalists for the vacant
presidency at New Mexico State
University although negotiations
are currently underway for the
former chancellor to join the philosophy department at the University of Maine.
Mike Howard, the chairman
of the philosophy department,
said on Friday that negotiations
were underway with UMaine
President Frederick E. Hutchinson and the system regarding
Orenduff's role in the philosophy department.
Howard said yesterday that
he found out about Orenduff's
possibilities as the president of
New Mexico State University
over the weekend from a friend,
not from the university system.
In 1992, the philosophy department had a full-time faculty
member resign and the position

has never been renewed with a
full-time professor. This year the
department has five full-time
equivalent faculty members, according to Howard.
"We've been asking fora sixth
and seventh position," Howard

J. Michael Orenduff.(File Photo.)

said. "The enrollments bear out
plenty of demand warranting a
new position."
After 17 months as the chancellor of the University of Maine
System, Orenduff resigned after •
all seven UMS campuses gave
him votes of no confidence.
Orenduff served as the president of the University of Maine
at Farmington from 1988 to 1993.
In 1993, U.S. News and World
Report ranked the Farmington
campus among the top 25 percent for liberal arts institutions,
according to the Bangor Daily
News.
Orenduff made nearly
$134,000 as chancellor, and if he
accepts the philosophy department position, he will take onethird cut in pay, lessening his
earnings to about $89,000, according to the Board of Trustees
office.
The philosophy department

A pair of signs seem to have fallen victim to the old
switcheroo prank over the weekend.(Page Photo).

• Insurance

Faculty concerned
about UMaine liability

keeping liability costs down over
the years, faculty and staff memStaff Writer
bers at UMaine are concerned about
While the University of Maine their liability, the student's liabiliSee ORENDUFF on page 4
has done a commendable job in ty and the university's liability.
"The university has never had a
loss which has reached $500,000,"
Dick Eustis,the associate vice chancellor and the director of facilities,
said."Our general liability per year
is usually less than $100,000."
Although the university's liability has been kept low, the system does face lawsuits.
Eustis said the university has
been periodically sued because they
classified a student's tuition as outof-state versus in-state tuition, or
someone outside of the university
thought a university person said
they would help an individual market something patented.
While the university has generinsurance covering bodiliability
al
personal
injury (slander)
ly injury,
damage,
these poliand property
insurmedical
cies do not include
ance, Eustis said.
Eustis used an example of a
university nursing student who
pricked himself with needles previously used on another student.
The student underwent tests for
possible infection, but since it
wasn't the university's fault for the
student's mistake, the student
should have to foot the bill.
"The separate issue is whether
As next semester's classes fill up,the stress level among students
the university should pay for the
still in the registration process rises.(LeClair Photo Illustration.)
See INSURANCE on page 4

By Jeff Teunisen

• • Argh 101
Fee vote sun up In air

• Student government

By Michelle M. Curtain
Staff Writer
With four weeks left until classes end, it remains to be seen when
students will vote on the Student
Communication Fee,the issue that
has created a divide between The
Maine Campus and the General
Student Senate.
However,it is not news that the •
media and the politicians do not
always see eye to eye.
"I'm very mistrustful of government and newspaper hand in
hand," saidCampus employee and
Off-Campus Sen. James Billings
last month at the GSS meeting
when the communication fee was
debated.
In February, Off-Campus Sen.
Andrew Weymouth introduced a
resolution that would reallocate
money within the fee. University
College and undergraduate students taking six or more credit
hours per semester, as well as all
graduate students pay an $8 communication fee. Of that $8 per student the Cam us receives $4.80,

ASAP Media Services $2 and
WMEB-FM $1.20.
Weymouth's resolution would
take $1.80from the $4.80theCampus receives and give it to WMEB.
The two mediums would then receive an equal share of $3 each.
ASAP would remain unaffected
with its $2 allotment.
Weymouth said he introduced
this resolution because he saw the
radio station needed to update its
antiquated equipment. He said his
resolution to allocate funds was
not from any personal vendetta
towards the newspaper.
"I've been critical at times of
The Maine Campus but nothing in
context with this resolution," he
said.
He was aware of how the fee
was divided, because it was debated a year ago in senate. He said the
current distribution was inequitable.
"We're not playing favoritism
with either one (WMEB or the
Campus), he said."There are a lot
See FEE on page 4
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• Army of builders will not come cheap

Bri

•Deterioration of masterpiece leads to new precautions
•Memorial service held for 500,000

• Rebuilding

• Da Vinci

Race is on to complete airport Tourists purified before admission
HONG KONG(AP —Rice:850tons. Meals per day:55,000.Rolls oftoiletpaper:
416,00.
No detail is being overlooked as Hong Kong raises a 14,000-strong army of livein lorkers for the final push to complete its $20.3 billion airport, the world's largest civil
aviation project of the 1990s.
Officials want to complete the airport by the time the British colony is handed over to
China in June 1997.
The airport project was delayed for months until late last year, when Britain and China
finally reached agrement on funding the airport.
China had objected that Britain's plans leaned too heavily on borrowed capital which
would saddle China with debts after 1997.
Britain has staked its prestige in bequeathing Hong Kong to China in the best possible
shape. That includes building an airport to replace congested Kai Tak Airport and its one
runway at the foot of OUNTAINS. Some approaches require a sharp and dangerous turn
seconds before landing.
The cost of housing and caring for the workers who willbuild Hong Kong's new airport
comes to more than $141 million.
1

MILAN,Italy(AP)— Purity ofsoul isn't essential, but admirers ofLeonaddo Da
Vinci's deteriorating masterpiece "The Last Supper" now must submit to another
purification —this one physical.
The installation of climate-control an air-filtering equipment forced a seven-montl closure
of one of the favorite tourist destinations in this northern Italian city. It reopens saturday.
Now,though, visitors must pass through two separate glass cabins. They will pause for
about 15 seconds in one, where filters imperceptibly will take impurities outside and pump
in cla air.
"The new system eliminates 99.97 percent of the dust,sulfuric acid and sulfur dioxide.
Polluting substances,taken in by the flow of visitors, were threatening the preservation of
the fresco," Lucia Gremmo,siperint3ndent of the city architectural croperties,said Friday.
The purification system cost about $1.4 million.
Leonardo painted the renowned work on the wall of a friars' refectory in 1497.
Pollution is only the latest threat to it. Napoleonic troops used the refectory as a stable,
and Allied bombs fell on it during World War II.
Leonardo's use oftempera — a technique less durable than true fresco painting, which
is done on wet plaster — also caused the work to deteriorate severely.

2

• Intelligence

Nation's turmoil may be
linked to secret agencies
GUATEMALA CITY(AP)— The names seem
innocuous enough: the "Archivo" and G-2. But
behind these two key Guatemalan intelligence operations, critics say, lie the answers o much oc the nation's
turmoil.
The agencies, little known outside Guatemala, have
drawn scrutiny n light of charges that a CIA)backed operative orchestrated the murders of an American inrkeeper and
a Guatemalan guerrilla leader.
President Clinton this week ordered the CIA to end
funding to the Guatemalan intelligence services, money that
had continued more than four years after official U.S.
military aid was cut due to human right abuses.
In Washington, 12 U.S. senators signed a letter Friday
urging Clinton to declassify informatuo about the deaths or
torture of eight other Americans in Guatemala sin e 1976.
Crucil to that they say, is information on 0-2 and the
Archivh.
"The United States government has an obligation to
provide the most complete public accounting possible of
what .s. agencies know about human rights violations inuGuatemala and about the role of the Guatemalan military
and police forces," they sais.

3

• Funeral

A year after massacres,
Rwandans bury dead
REBERO HILL,Rwanda(AP)— They walked for
miles up a long dusty road, then stood silently under a
blazing sun. They stood, too, in the downpour that
followed,through speechesthatlastedfor morethan seven hours.
It ws time to bury the dead.
The remains of thousands of people were reburied Friday at a memorial service held for the 500,000 or more
Rwandans who died in the ethnic massacres that began last
April 7 and continued for three months.
Bodies were laid to rest, but Rwandans were left with
their anger that, a year later, the killers remain unpunished.
"We shall look for these people, whether inside the
countryor outsire the courtly," said Vice President Paul
Kagame, drawing applause. "They must be held accountable, there is no doubt about that."
Kagame also said Rwandans "must be able to understand this sickness" that tore apart their country. "I think
it's up to us, all of us ... to make sure ... that nothing ever
happeni again like this."
At least 10,000 survivors of the civil war attended the
service atop Kigali's highest hill, Rebero.
The gathering was as much a protest as a funeral.
Mourners carried protest signs and banners, and wore Tshirts with slogans that showed their anger at the slaughter
and the failure ofboth their government and the international community to punish those responsible.
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Weather
The
Local Forecast

Today's Weather
Sunny with highs around
50.

Tuesday's Outlook
Clear with lows in the
20s and highs in the 50s.

Extended Forecast
Wednesday...increasing
cloudiness, lows in the 40s,
highs in
the
50s.
Thursday...chance of rain,
lows in the 40s, highs of45.

32 days until
Summer break!

The Maine Campus, Monday, April 10, 1995

• Organization
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• Campus Living

Group tackles Budget, sanitation behind required meals
outdoor issues By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer

By Marla Zando
SONaR, the Student Organization for
Natural Resources, gives students of the
University of Maine from all majors a
chance to get involved and discuss environmental issues with other students.
Karen DeFrancesco, one of the founding members and the current secretary of
the organization, stated that the relatively
new organization also represents natural
resources majors.
"It started last January with four people.
We decided that natural resources majors
should have some kind of club to represent
us in the college the College of Natural
Resources,Forestry and Agriculture]," DeFrancesco said."There is a student advisory board with the dean, and we weren't
being represented."
The other reason for the formation of
SONaR was to have a meeting place for
natural resources majors to get acquainted
and talk about environmental issues.
"Then it grew from that into more of a
club for anybody who wants to join. You
don't have to be a natural resources major,"
said DeFrancesco."Our goal is to educate
the campus as well as the community. We
want to do projects such as setting up composting-in-your-backyard classes."
In the fall, SONaR started working
with the American Heritage Fund. The

The required meal plan that has caused
concern as well as anger among students at the
university is necessary due to sanitary and
budgetary reasons, a Campus Living official
said.
"The meal plan is required in order to keep
students paying the lowest prices possible, to
keep four dining commons open to students
and for safety and sanitary reasons," Scott
Anchors, director of Campus Living, said.
Anchors said the resident halls are not set
up for proper cooking and disposing of food,
and due to the small quarters of the halls,
sanitation problems could develop ifeveryone
cooked their own food rather then going to the
dining commons.
"Our budget is self-sufficient. We receive
no state funds or tuition money. The money
comes from room and board fees," Jon Lewis,
directorofcampus living dining services,said.
"In order to provide the needed services that
we do, the mandatory meal plan fee is necessary."
Anchors said that students currently pay
$4,678 for room and board, which includes
having a double room with a roommate and a
meal plan. Students living in York Village
without a meal plan pay $2,422.
The cost per semesterfor the required meal
plan is $1,128.
Lewis said that due to downsizing and
fewer on-campus residents, several dining
commons have closed. He cited the example

See SONAR on page 6

See FOOD on page 6

Staff Writer

Every meal plan coststhe same;those with less dining commons meals perweek allow
for more Maine Card funds, which can be used around campus.(Conley Photo.)

Hubbard Farms
Now taking applications for fall occupancy

We do it three
times a week.

Luxurious 2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, fireplace, oak
spiral staircases, washer & dryers, private decks,
skylights, walking distance to campus.

Live in Orono's finest rental units in a
very quiet neighborhood.

So now that we've got your
attention, The Maine Campus is
currently accepting applications for

866-0235
884-7464

advertising sales,receptionist and production
for the 1995-1996 academic year. Anyone who is

Call now and get
free cable TV hook up.

interested in getting lots of experience, making money or
just having fun should drop by The Maine Campus,at 107 Lord Hall,
or call Robin at 1-1273 for more information. Application deadline, April 21.

Open house Saturday & Sunday
from 10 am. to 4 pm.
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Fee

from page 1

of people who say I pitted groups against
each other. I don't see it that way."
Weymouth said there is currently enough
money in the communication fee, and it
doesn't need to be raised.
"Reallocation is when you see the resources and divide it up," he said.
Student Government President Ben
Meiklejohn introduced the resolution to raise
the fee $2 per semester.
"I didn't think it was appropriate to fund
WMEB by taking funds from The Maine
Campus," said Meiklejohn, who is also a
dee jay at the radio station.
These two resolutions set the stage for
the resolution that did pass in the senate and
will be voted on by the student body.
On-Campus Sen.John Deetjen combined
Weymouth and Meiklejohn's resolutions
along with a third option: leave the fee alone.
He said he introduced it to give students
enough options. However, he added, it is
still unfair to reallocate money from the
paper to the radio station.
"Obviously, it's not fair to The Maine
Campus," he said.
Another voice being heard is that of the
Association ofGraduate Students.AGS Pres-

ident Andrea Hawkes told the Senate last
month, when the resolutions were being
debated and refined, that the AGS had not
been consulted with on this matter. There
are over 2,000 graduate students that give

"We're not playing favoritism with either one
(WMEB or The Maine Campus)," said Sen.
Andrew Weymouth."There are a lot of people
who say I pitted groups against each other. I don't
see it that way"
about $16,000 per semester to the communication fee.
"I think it's an ideological problem or started outas an ideological problem,"said Hawkes.
However,she said what has arisen from
the debate over the fee is a bigger issue: the
radio station needs money. She said the
referendum will decide how and if students
want to give the radio station additional
money.
AGS and GSS have now established an

Orenduff
will not be required to come up with the
funds to pay Orenduff's salary, Howard
said.
Howard said that he expected Orenduff to teach a full course load next semester. Orenduff's contract with the university ends in November 1996.
Orenduff has interests in areas of philosophy that are not currently available
from the department, such as artificial

ad hoc committee to work together on the
upcoming vote. The two organizations split
in the late '80s.
"Two or three times a semester we go off
the air 'cause of technical difficulties," said

from page 1
intelligence and philosophy of the mind,
Howard said.
Howard said that Orenduff has a very
good reputation as a professor. Because of
his prior position, the usual channels for
hiring were not considered.
A copy of Orenduff's resume was
requested by The Maine Campus from
the chancellor's office, but it was never received.

We're accounting on you
to fill a taxing position.
The Maine Campus Business Department is looking for a
motivated individual to fill the position of assistant
business manager for the 95-96 school year. After you
complete your year as assistant business manager, you
will be asked to take over the business manager's
position, making you (alongside the editor-in-chief) the
head cheese at The Maine Campus. Of course, this job
will be a trump card on your resume.

WMEB deejay Eric Chase. "We end up
spending all our money on repairs."
Chase said the station is putting its money into repairing the operation board that
breaks down or the antenna that causes the
station to go off the air.
Station Manager Jeff Tardif said some of
the station's equipment dates back to the '70s.
He supports the fee increase to help the station.
"It's time that fee is increased 'cause the
cost of living is going up," he said, along

Insurance

from page 1

tests," Eustis said. "The problem is that
periodically sympathy overtakes us."
At the meeting concerning university
and faculty liability on March 30, many
faculty members expressed concern about
their responsibilities and the students' role
in protecting themselves.
"I'm a strong promoter ofinsisting that if
students are exposed to activities where
risks are higher than normal,students should
have health insurance," Eustis said.
Problems arise when students who receive a paycheck from the university come
down with an illness or injury. In order for

TOD

with the fact that the student population is
decreasing.
He did not think the fee ought to be
reallocated in order to "make a statement
about the paper saying 'you're not doing the
job we think you ought to be doing'."
If students vote to take money from the
paper to help the radio station, the paper will
lose roughly $16,500 per semester, which
the radio station will receive. Currently, the
paper receives about $40,000 a semester
from the fee, and the radio station receives
about $11,000 a semester.
If the paper loses the $1.80 from each
student through reallocation, the paper will
increase advertising rates.
"First thing we'd do is get rid of the oncampus discount,"said Maine Campus Business Manager Jeffrey Leclerc.
On-Campus organizations pay $3.55 per
column inch to advertise. The rate would
increase to $5.25, which is what off-campus
advertisers pay.
"Essentially the students would be reallocating their money by paying for advertising rates," he said.
The Board ofTrustees must approve any
change in student fees.

A

Y

S

THE DAY

the university to be required to pay for the
medical bills,the illness or injury mustcome
directly through university activity.
George Jacobson, the director of the institute for quaternary studies,expressed concern for students and non-students who are
required to participate on projects away
from campus,including field work. In these
cases,the issue ofliability and insurance are
vague, he said.
"I was envisioning a summary, in one
place, where the faculty could have all of the
information available," Jacobson said.

Stop Smoking.
American Heart
Association

Maximize
Your Scores

Resumes and applications due
by Monday, April 17, 1995.
Applicant must:
• have two years remaining at the University of Maine
• have had two semesters of accounting
• be a business major
•be willing to commit 15-20 hours per week

Work-study accepted but not required.
You'll be held accountable for:
•billing customers
•subscription management
'accounts receivable

Call Anna at 581-1272
The Maine Campus
Business Department

THE PRINCETON REVIEW
Call today:

800/447-0254

Courses at U. Maine Starting Soon!

The Maine Campus, Monday, April

• ums
Machias athletic
director resigns
MACHIAS (AP) — The athletic director
for the University of Maine at Machias has
resigned following allegations that he sexually
harassed female students between 1989 and
1992, according to a federal civil rights report.
Sean Casey resigned Friday from hisjob as
athletic director and men's basketball coach.
A report by the U.S. Department of Education's Office of Civil Rights said Casey, who
worked for the university for 18 years, created a
"sexually hostileenvironmentforfemale students
and employees." Authorities asked the university
to take action against Casey.
College President Paul Nordstrom said he
and Casey agreed it was in the bestinterestofthe
school that Casey leave.
The report quoted one student as saying
Casey had asked her "whether she was a virgin
and whether she would consider engaging in
various sexual activities, which he tried to describe to her."
She told the investigator that"she repeatedly asked him to stop but that he continued his
unwanted sexual remarks and questions over a
year," said the report.
Anotherstudentsaid Casey "frequently used
words such as whore, slut," and "made frequent comments about her breasts,behind,hair
and walk.He asked herabout hersex life,and for
details," the report said.
Casey could not be immediately reached for
comment.
The Office of Civil Rights began checking
into allegations against Casey in 1992 after
complaints about sexual harassment on campus. Federal investigators reported learning of
allegations against Casey dating back to 1989.
But school officials have no record of anyone
coming forward until 1991.
A former equal employment opportunity
officer at the university,Iona Coffin,said Saturday that between 1991 and 1992 two women
had complained to her that Casey had used
offensive language, but neither of them would
file a formal charge.

10, 1995

• Augusta

King faces major test with clean air plan
AUGUSTA (AP) — Gov. Angus King
faces a major test of his leadership this week
as he advances a clean-air plan that is bound
to make some Mainers unhappy.
Key lawmakers and participants in talks
on how to best meet federal pollution-reduction goals agree that King's proposal is
likely to include a component many Mainers — and even King himself— find odious: car tests.
"I think clearly there's going to be some
form oftesting," said House Majority Leader
Paul F. Jacques.
A final strategy must include car emission testing in order to achieve the 15 percent reduction in volatile organic compounds
mandated by amendments to the Clean Air
Act, said Jacques, D-Waterville.
And for a proposal to be politically viable in the Legislature, it must achieve that
15 percent reduction, said Jacques.
"This is going to be the first real test of
this governor on his own issue," said
Jacques.
The independent governor, barely three
months into his tenure, is confident he can
sell whatever proposal he advances,said his
spokesman.
"There's no one better to do the job, to
sell what could be an unpalatable proposal.
He can rise to that occasion," said Dennis
Bailey.
He added that there's "no perfect plan.
There's no way there's going to be a plan
everybody's going to be happy with."
The goal of the emission reductions is to
diminish the health risks of ozone in the air,
especially for the young,the ill and the old,
although that is rarely mentioned in the
debate ovould advance a plan to the Legislature that same afternoon or by the next
day.
Rep. Richard Gould,co-chairman ofthe
Natural Resources Committee, who also
participated in stakeholders' talks, said
there's "a very good chance there's going
to be car testing" in the final plan.

Happy Passover
from

5

Hillel

The Jewish Student Organization

But Gould,D-Greenville,also cautioned
that "what the stakeholders come out with
is not necessarily a done deal" and that
even King's proposal will be refined by the
committee before going to the full Legislature.
An environmental advocate and stakeholder, Conrad Schneider of the Natural
Resources Council of Maine, sees a possibility oftwo reports coming from the group,
with the majority backing a car-testing plan.
Most stakeholders agree that the continued sale of cleaner-burning reformulated
gasoline will be part of what is recommended to King.

Both emission testing and reformulated gas "are very likely to be in the mix in
our recommendation," said Chris Hall of
the Maine Chamber of Commerce and
Industry.
Hall said the chamber's main focus is to
avoid any additional air emission controls
on businesses and sanctions by the federal
government against the state.
The Environmental Protection Agency
could try to withhold federal funds from the
state or order businesses to install expensive
pollution-control equipment if Maine misses a July 26 deadline to finalize an ozone
reduction plan.

Karen Dufour speaks about date rape in Lord Hall Sunday afternoon as part of her
group's leadership presentation, a final projectfor a nursing degree.(Page Photo.)

Nominations are now being accepted for the

STEVE GOULD AWARD
This award, created for "a man of honest and passionate
concern for others," is to be made to those persons or
organizations who have by their conduct demonstrated
superior qualities of unselfishness and compassion in the course
of service to the University and its ideals. Students, employees
and organizations serving the University community are
eligible for this award. A certificate and a cash award of
$500.00 will be presented by the President to the winner.

Deadline for nominations is April 20, 1995.
If you would like a nomination form
or more information, contact:

To attend Seder,
call Shoshanna or Shellie at 581-1789.

Faculty Senate, Jim Gilbert, 210 Nutting Hall, Campus
PEAC, Nancy Lewis, Fogler Library, Campus
US/CEAC,Sue Goodie, 117 Alumni Hall, Campus
Teamsters Local #340, Rachel Seymour or Chris McEvoy,8 Coburn Hall, Campus
COLT,Sue McLaughlin, 201 Fernald Hall, Campus
Student Gov., Ben Meikeljohn, Robinson Room, Memorial Union, Campus
Office ofthe President, Cathy Bradbury,200 Alumni Hall, campus
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Food

from page 3

ofWells Commons,which was once a dinning
hall, now used as a catering service.
"The big cost is the upkeep of the buildings, the cost of food is 35 percent of the
budget," Lewis said.
Therequired meal plan thatstudentschoose
from now is a better option than what students
had to choose from five years ago,Lewis said.
"Students five years ago had the choice of
21 meals or 14 meals a week,aboutthree years
ago we changed the structure of the plan so
students would have more options," Lewis
said.
Lewis said that the meal plans that students
have to choose from per semester are:
•7 meals a week with $400 on their MaineCard in dining funds.
• 10 meals a week with $250 on their
MaineCard in dining funds.
• 14 meals a week with $100 on their
MaineCard in dining funds.
• 19 meals a week with $25 on their MaineCard in dining funds.
Lewis said that the budget works on a
board plan that estimates the amount of meals
a student uses and adjusts their cost.
"It's a typical way of dealing with meal
plans,students pay for both room and board in
advance," Lewis said.
Many students complain that they don't
use all of their meals,and the money spent on
used meals automatically goes to the university.
"I'm on the seven-meal plan,and atthe end
of the week,I usually have four or five meals
left due to schedule conflicts with when the
commons are open," Braeme Thurrell,a firstyear English major, said.
Beth Dixon,ajunior political science major, said there should be a smaller meal plan
than the seven plan for those who can't make

of
week..
the
What do you think about WMEB shutting down?
Erich Wall,
I think it's kind of
lame. I think it would
be a bad thing for the
campus.

Sten Clubb,
It's a bit of a
shame, but the guy
saying the remarks
deserves to pay the
fine if there is one.

it to the commons when they're open.
Lewis said that the average student consumesonly two-thirds ofmealsfor which he or
she pays.
"The national is that the average student
now eats two-thirds oftheir meals and they are
priced accordingly," Lewis said. "If every
meal was consumed we'd have to charge
more- we won't break even. We take the risk
thatsomeofthe meals aren'tbeing consumed."
Lewis said that students would have to

Photographers
WANTED.
Must have
darkroom
experience.
Must have own
gear.
Come in & get an
application.
Any questions?
Call 581-3059.

Tammy Bernard,
I miss it, but I
think the problem
should be resolved
within the station
and not by the FCC.

Edy Abdul
Rahman
I never heard of
it. We have campus
radio? I don't have
time to listen, but I
think it's good for
students.

Cindy John,
I don't think it
should be shut down.

Stephanie
Beruve,
It's a good thing
that they're off the
air, because they are
taking care of what
they did and living
up to their responsibilities.

pay more if the formula were to be changed
because students would be using more services.
"We price assuming students won't use all
of their meals," Lewis said.
Thurrell said there should be a point system so that you're not left with three or four
meals, or put the money that were spent on
unused meals into cash that the student can

Sonar
American Heritage Fund was started ten
years ago at the College of the Atlantic.
The two organizations collaborate and
maintain a trail in Somesville, near Acadia
National Park.
"A woman donated her estate to the
American Heritage Fund (thirty-three
acres)," DeFrancesco added. "When she
died,she left one hundred more acres to the
fund. So there's 133 acres around Sommes
Pond."
The organization is planning on opening the trail to the public, upon obtaining
permits from the Environmental Protection Agency.
SONaR will also be working at the Earth
Week Celebration here at the university.
"One of the projects we might be working on is planting trees around campus,"
DeFrancesco said. "We're trying to get
nurseries to donate trees to us. We're asking for donations, and then, we'll plant a
tree."
The organization is thinking about donating that money to buy rainforest land.

Summer Jobs with Intensive
English Institute
Work with international students from Asia,
Former Soviet Union, and the Middle East.
We need Office Clerks, Activities
Coordinators, Residential Life counselor,
Peer Group Leaders, Public Speaking
Instructors and others. Summer work study
helpful. Enthusiastic, organized,
responsible people needed. Foreign
languages, especially Russian, an asset.
Excellent professional experience. Room &
board available for some positions. For
more information, call-or visit: Intensive
English Institute
11 Fernald Hall
1-3821.

use in other areas ofdining services such as the
Bear's Den.
Thurrell expressed the feeling of
many students concerned about paying
for meals that go unused with no option.
"It's wasting my money that the university
automatically gets."

from page 3
The organization is also trying to start a
brown-bag luncheon series with presentations and seminars given by guest speakers
and professors within the department.
Next week, SONaR will visit a waste
water treatment facility in Bangor to have
a tour and see how the plant functions.
Members will also be helping students
in area high schools prepare for an Envirathon.
"High school students in different regions in Maine take a test in different areas
of natural resources,like soils, wildlife and
forestry. They take this test and compete
against other regions, and there's a state
final," DeFrancesco stated.
"It's great to get involved. It helps a lot.
We represent our college. We represent natural resources majors," DeFrancesco said.
Representation of the Natural ResourcDepartment
within the college of Natues
ral Resources, Forestry and Agriculture is
crucial, argues DeFrancesco, especially
since the college is trying to decide how to
spend $40,000 that is meant for the students' use.
"It's a good time. We get together and
we chat, talk about things. And it's great
how everyone has ideas to share," DeFrancesco added. "It's a great way to interact with students who share the same
nterests."
April 10 & 11
UCIll_

II

AGAIN
CINEMA
Mondays — 6:30pm
Tuesdays — 3:15 & 6:30pm
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• Health

• Politics

Congressional aide Nurses measure infant
pain' using new method
doubles as lobbyist
PORTLAND(AP)— An aide for Rep.
James B. Longley Jr. who is also working
as a lobbyist in the Maine State House is
drawing criticism from government watchdog groups, which see a potential for conflicts of interest.
But Longley, a Republican who represents Maine's 1st District, and the staff
employee,Edward "Ted" Johnston,insist
no conflict exists because Johnston is not
lobbying before Congress.
-After his election in November, Longley hired his friend Johnston,former director ofthe Maine Forest Products Council,to
work as an aide. Johnston, also a former
aide to Sen. Bill Cohen, R-Maine, helped

For years,nurses hovering at the bedsidesof
PORTLAND (AP) — Pediatric nurses at
Maine Medical Center are testing a new method children watched and winced as the infants and
Longley set up his office and train his staff. to measure pain in children too young to be able toddlers thrashed and cried, not knowing if
He is now being paid $25,000 working to talk about where they hurt.
these young patients were truly in pain, sick
part-time for Longley. Johnston's wife,
For children between 37 weeks and 3 years from anesthesia or simply frightened by their
Marlene Thibodeau, also works as a Long- old,the nurses rate their pain on a numeric scale, strange surroundings.
ley staff assistant in Augusta.
And even if they suspected the children
using heart rate and behavioral signals, like
Johnston continues to hold a second job facial expression, body posture and crying.
were suffering, they could do nothing about it
lobbying fora motel,a group representing gravel
"Theolderchildren,asthey approach 3,can because physicians were afraid to give them
pit operators, and two insurers in the Maine sometimessay havea boo-boo'or'a hurt,'but pain killers.
Legislature. Records show he will be paid more they'll use simple language like that," said
"Historically,physicians have,Ithink,underthan $22,000 to lobby for those groups.
Ellen Murphy, one of the nurses behind the medicated children becoiise oftheirfears ofrespiCongressional rules do not bar Johnston project.
ratory depression and a whole gamut of different
from holding the second job.
But she said, "The majority of these chil- issues," says Jennifer Morton,a nurse in Maine
But Gary Ruskin of Ralph Nader's Con- dren don't use words at all because there's Medical Center's neonatal unit, where the tiniest
gressional Accountability Project says hold- almosta developmental backsliding when chil- newborns are treated "(Young children) can't
ing the second job is inappropriate and cre- dren are exposed to traumatic, difficult situa- verbalize pain, and so if they can't verbalize pain
ates a potential conflict of interest.
it's easy to say they don't have it."
tions like(surgery)."

• No fun

Mild winter gives ski season a downhill turn
PORTLAND(AP)— The 1994-'95 ski
season hasn't been very good for most Maine
resorts and related businesses, which were
bedeviled by a mild winter with less than
average snowfall.
Skier visits at SugarloafUSA were down
5 to 7 percent, and the Carrabassett Valley
resort is considering closing April 17, two
weeks earlier than planned.
At Shawnee Peak in Bridgton, which
closed March 26,skier visits may have been
off by 10 percent this season,said marketing
director Amy Brown.
"1 think like most people in Maine, we
spent the winter waiting for it to arrive,"
said Brown.

The big exception is Sunday River,which
reported its 15th straight record season. The
Newry resort said it surpassed last year's
attendance of 528,046 on March 31. Local
businesses say they benefited from Sunday
River's success.
Downhill areas throughout the Northeast "had the most difficult time" of areas
nationwide this year, said Michael Berry,
president of the Colorado-based National
Ski Areas Association. "And it's directly
related to the weather."
The season started outlooking promising,
said Michael Reynolds,executive director of
Ski Maine, a trade group of ski areas.
But "January seemed to put the brakes

SILVER'S AUTO PARTS,INC.
RTE. 2 BANGOR-ORONO RD.
Mailing Address — 485 Maint St. Orono

M-F 7:30-5
Sat. 7:30-2

FOREIGN AND DOME3110

E-72-3
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on — and they never came unstuck," said
Reynolds. While no exact industry-wide
figures are available, Reynolds estimates
skier visits may turn out to be 5 percent
below the previous season's 1.275 million.
Other businesses that rely on skiers had
a difficult winter, Maine's warmest in four
years. Snowfall was nearly 30 inches below
the average of 67.8 inches in Portland, giving many would-be skiers the impression

that the mountains were bare.
Dick Keenan,owner offour Maine stores
that sell ski equipment and clothing, ended
up trucking his cold-weather gear to Boston
for a giant sale. He calls it the winter "everybody wished had never happened."
Bookings at 14 hotels in towns around
Sugarloaf were off 8 percent this season, according to the area's chamber of commerce.
On the mountains, it seemed like there

APPLICATIONS AND NOMINATIONS
are requested for the

University of Maine
Outstanding Achievement Award
The University of Maine Outstanding Achievement Award for
non- academic endeavors is presented to up to twelve students,
either undergraduate of graduate, who have demonstrated
outstanding leadership in the area of community service, campus
citizenship, athletic achievement, and arts and communication
and in doing so have enriched the university community by their
efforts. These awards will be presented to students who received
degrees in December, 1994, or who anticipate receiving degrees
in May, 1995, or August, 1995.
1. Community Service - public service, on or off
campus, that has significant off-campus impact.
2. Campus Citizenship - student government,
organizational leadership, creative activism.
3. Athletic Achievement.
4. Arts and Communication - graphic arts, language
arts, music, theatre arts, and/or media.

PIZICL.5 fOR__ tvlE_ME5L12_,3 = 151C .3AVINC,3
CALL 581 - 1779 roz IWOR_MATION
OR_
TUE_ bA.5E_I4LAT Of CidADbOLIRAL LiALL
-3TOP

Deadline: NOON,FRIDAY,APRIL 14, 1994. Application forms
can be picked up and returned together with a letter of nomination or
endorsement to.the Center for Student Services, Attn. Mr. Dwight
Rideout, Assistant Vice President and Dean ofStudent Services, Third
Floor, Memorial Union (telephone 581-1406).
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a'Entertainment
• Performance

A&E

Dance concert a dazzling mix of choreography
By R. David Tibbetts

ern ballet number,choreographed and danced
by Jean Caron,this was a gentler routine that
nicely contrasted thejazzy rhythm of"BangDance is one of the oldest forms of or." The music she danced to was by Phil
spectacle known to humankind. It existed, Keaggy on the acoustic guitar.
in one form or another, long before the first
"Verfolgungsjagdt," choreographed by
play was written...before the first radio pro- Inge Hunter and danced by herself and
gram was aired...before the first movie was Michael A. Zorn, was the next offering.
filmed...and a hell of a long time before the Danced to the song "Kein Selbskontrol" by
first MTV video was broadcast. It is a tradi- Peter Gabriel,this was an incredible number
tion that has been embraced by virtually that utilized a great deal of primitive, physevery culture that ever existed throughout ical interaction between the two dancers.
history.
Following "Verfolgungsjagdt," we were
In an effort to help keep the tradition of right back to ballet with Mary Dermott's
dance alive here at UMaine,the Department "Standing in Motion."Unlike"Clouds,"this
of Theatre/Dance and the Maine Masque piece had a more classical feel to it. The
joined forces to present their annual Spring music was "Acroyali/Standing in Motion
Dance Concert. Presented on Friday and Medley" by Yanni.
Saturday evening in Hauck Auditorium,the
The next number was titled "Saying
90-minute concert, titled "Dance Is Now," Goodbye Scares Me to Life." This work was
featured dozens of students performing 12 choreographed and danced by Stuart Gardance numbers ranging in style from mod- dener.In it, he performed an acrobatic dance
ern to jazz to ballet.
while reciting a poem by Mary Domareki.
The first offering of the evening was Providing music was Steve Peary on drum.
titled "Bangor." Choreographed by Stuart All in all, this number had a surrealistic
Gardener and danced by himself, Asha quality to it that, unfortunately, became a
Rozario,Mike Pope,Laren Lynn,Inge Hunt- little tedious as it went on.
er and Amy Cangelosi,this was a lively jazz
The last work, before intermission, was
number that had the dancers—dressed in "Faster than Average." Choreographed by
white shirts, black pants and suspenders— Hollie Johnson and danced by herself and
miming the action described in the music. Lisa Weisskirchen, this was a fast-paced
The music, by the way, was Greg Brown's modern dance routine that quickly got the
"Downtown."
audience's blood flowing again. The music
Next up was "Clouds." A kind of mod- it played to was a funny number called
Staff Writer

Monday,April 10
*Film: "Mothers of Many Children," 3:30 p.m. 100 Corbett Business
Building.
*Sacred Stories Video Series: "A
Father and Son," 11 a.m. Memorial
Room, Union.
*Roll It Again Cinema: "Honeymoon in Vegas," 6:30 p.m. Sutton
Lounge.
*Film: "Outcasts," 7:30 p.m. 100
Corbett Business Building.

Tuesday, April 11
*Roll It Again Cinema: "Honeymoon in Vegas," 3:15 and 6:30 p.m.
Sutton Lounge.
*Maine Steiners Concert,7:30 p.m.
120 Lord Hall.

Wednesday, April 12
*Poetry Free Zone: "News of
the Universe, Poems That Matter," noon, Thomson Honors Center.
*Canticle to the Cosmos Video Series:"The Timing of Creativity," Noon,
Totman Lounge.

Thursday, April 13
*Peace and Justice Film Series: "Damned in the USA," 7
p.m. 100 Corbett Business Building.
*Symphonic Band Concert Performance, 8 p.m. Maine Center for the
Arts.
*Live music at the Ram's Horn.
8:30 p.m.
*Thursday Night at the Bear's Den,
9 p.m. Admission fee.

Friday, April 14
*Candlelight Dinner and Dance,
Dinner: 6 p.m. Dance: 8 p.m. Wells
Commons.
*Opera Workshop Performance,
7:30 p.m. 120 Lord Hall.
*Live music with MRC and
Tripe, 9 p.m. Ram's Horn. Admission fee.
*Comedy Cafe with Bob
Marley and Chris McGuire, 9
p.m. Damn Yankee. Admission
fee.

Saturday, April 15
*Classical Guitar Competition, 1
p.m. 120 Lord Hall.
*Movie:"Legends of the Fall,"6:30
p.m. 100 Corbett Business Building.
Admission fee.
*Live music with Las Vegas,
9 p.m. Ram's Horn. Admission
fee.

"Michael Jackson is in Heaven Now."
After a 10-minute intermission, the
dance concert resumed with "The Bus."
Choreographed and danced by Deborah M.
Elz and William S. Mitchell, this was an
absolutely hysterical routine dealing with a
woman who tries to seduce a young man
who has just missed his bus. The audience
laughed uproariously as she was literally
hanging off him and he was completely
unaware of her presence. The two danced
to"Bear Mash Blues"by Erskine Hawkins.
The next work was"A Passage."Danced
by Amy Noelle MacLeod with choreography by herself, Steve Bodge and Betty
Kalogeris,"A Passage" was a kind of sentimental coming-of-age story told in dance
and mimed action. The music chosen for
this work was Peter Gabriel's "Games
Without Frontiers."
"Beautiful Crutch" followed. Choreographed and danced by Asha Rozario, this
modern dance number had her dancing on
the stage while using a wooden crutch as a
prop. She danced to the song "Whirlpool"
by Seal.
Next, Stuart Gardener and Jean-Luc
Jannink performed "The Dance is Now."
Billed as a "contact improvisation," this
dance number was literally made up by the
dancers as they went along. As the two
twined their bodies around each other, it
See DANCE on page 9

• Who reads what

Celebrities list
their favorite
books
By Glenn Adams
Associated Press Writer
GARDINER,Maine(AP)—Wheredoes
baseball hall of famer Yogi Berra turn for a
good read? No, it's not "Catcher In The
Rye." It's "Something of Value," Robert
Ruark's book about the Mau Mau insurgency in Africa.
U.N.Secretary General Boutros BoutrosGhali prefers "The Grammar of Politics,"
while Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole
delights in reading about a fellow Kansan in
"Eisenhower the President."
For the eighth straight year, librarian
Glenna Nowell of the Gardiner Public Library surveyed celebrities for her annual
"Who Reads What?" list.
Responses "were weighted toward
books of a little better literary quality," she
said. "It's more on the side of serious fare
than fun, entertainment."
Nowell's list comes just in time for National Library Week, which begins Sunday.
She meta requeits erom alz over the countryd for her compilation, which hibrarian$
se as a promotio to get people to prefers to
read about presidents.
The "American Pie" singer found "A
First Class Temperament," Geoffery C.
Ward's book about Franklin D. Roosevelt,
"one of the most enjoyable books I have
ever read."
See BOOKS on page 9

Memphis Mafia perfomed Friday at the Ram's Horn.(Rotch Photo.)
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• Games

Dance

'True Lies' marketed by Nintendo

soon became difficult to tell where one
person ended and the other began. Music
was provided by Bruce Wilkins,Kelly Shauf
and Chris Bragdon on drums.
Following "The Dance is Now" was
"Friendly Beasts." This work was choreographed and danced by Jean Caron and
Laren Lynn and featured the song "The
Friendly Beasts" by And the Angels Sing
Christmas Carols. For this piece, Caron and
Lynn wore striped bodysuits that made them
look like surreal Technicolor zebras.
The final dance of the evening was "It's
Time to Jam." This was the big dance number of the concert and featured the talents of
Erica Atherton, Beth Campbell, Nikki DeLong, Kathy Dunn, Erica Gauley, Stuart

By William Schiffmann
Associated Press Writer

Arnold Schwarzenegger is one of filmdom's most bankable stars.
And his movies make pretty good video
games, too.
Terminator 2 sold like hot cakes. And
now there's True Lies ($74.95 from Acclaim for Super Nintendo).
True Lies, you may recall, is the story of
Harry Tasker. His wife and kiddies think
he's a dull computer salesman. But much
like another dullard, Superman alter ego
Clark Kent, what you see isn't always what
you get.
In Tasker's case, Harry is really a special
agent for Omega Sector, a top-secret(aren't
they all?) government agency set up to defend the nation against terrorists.
They don't call Omega "the last line of
defense" for nothing.
When Omega discovers that the Crimson Jihad has gotten its terroristic little hands
on several nuclear weapons,Tasker is summoned to take down Abu Aziz and his ugly
bunch before Aziz can carry out his threat to
set off the bombs on U.S. soil.
You, playing as Tasker, face 10 tough

levels before you can relax. They range
from the introductory Chateau, where you
must hook up a computer and retrieve some
important data, to the climactic Office Party, where you must rescue your kidnapped
daughter and finish off the evil Aziz.
True Lies is reminiscent of another relatively new game, Jaleco's Ignition Factor,
and also ofthe older Zombies Ate My Neighbors. All three are overhead views and require you to navigate a variety of mazelike
scenes while accomplishing tasks under
stressful circumstances.
True Lies offers two difficulty levels.I'd
try the easiest of the two first, although this
game isn't a backbreaker. Once you get into
the swing of things, it's fun as well as
challenging, but with only three lives (plus
1-ups if you can find them), you'll be starting over often.
Passwords ease the pain somewhat.
True Lies is not a major breakthrough in
any area. The graphics are good but certainly not exceptional. Sound effects are limited
and the music thankfully can be turned off at
the beginning. The sprites are small but
nicely detailed,though you'll probably wind
up shooting a lot of civilians because many
dress like Aziz's creeps. Whack three and
it's game over, dude.

RE A GOOD
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American Heart
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Microsoft Corp. Chairman Bill Gates and
political writer Molly Ivins.
And Ayn Rand's "The Fountainhead"
was the book ofchoice for singer Patti Page
and actress Mayim Bialik.

HEALTHY PASSIONS:
CELEBRATING LOVE AND INTIMACY
teerlat4z.

to

from page 7

Actor LeVar Burton calls "The Road Less
Traveled" by M.ScottPeck a"mustread"for
anyone who is seeking self-knowledge.
J.D. Salinger's "Catcher In The Rye"
won top honors from actress Winona Ryder,

You may learn
something about yourself.
The Maine Campus
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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Gardener,Elizabeth Govonoi,K.T.Johnston,
Jennifer Miles, Hans Mundahl, Jennifer
Satran, Christa Savage, Lisa Scott, Rachel
Silke,LauriLyn Welch,Yoshiko Miyagawa
and Stephanie Bailey.
Although choreographed by dance instructor Ann Ross and the dancers and featuring music by B.G. and the Prince of Rap,
this number wasn't as dynamic as I'd hoped.
The movements were too basic and too safe.
While it may have been a good opportunity
for some of the beginning dancers to have
their time in the spotlight, I expected more.
In all, the "Dance Is Now"concert was a
fabulous showcase of widely diversified talents. Anyone who saw it...dance enthusiasts
or not...was sure to get a big kick out of it.

Books

Open
your mind

A

from page 7

April 10,1995
Massage Techniques
Learn the art of relaxation and
massage. Call 581-4561 to sign up.
4:00 PM
Androscoggin Hall
Massage Techniques
Learn the art of relaxation and
massage. Call 581-4561 to sign up.
6:30 PM
York Hall

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
THEGE EVENTG, CALL THE
PROGRAM OFFICE AT 581-4561

April 12,1995

April 13,1995

April 1.4,1995

Healthy Communications
Techniques to communicate more
effectively and how to apply them to
your life and your relationships.
12:00 PM
Commuter Lounge/Nutter Lounge

Lasting Love Couples Panel
Successful couples share their secrets
of happiness and longevity.
930 AM
Room 19 Merrill Hall

Candlelight Dinner and Dance
Wells Commons

Massage Techniques
Learn the art of relaxation and
massage. Call 581-4561 to sign up.
6:30 PM
Hancock Hall
The New Dating Game
A new twist on an old stand-by. Fun
and refreshments for everyone.
8:00 PM
The Damn Yankee

April 11„1995
Healthy Passions Workshop
All about relationships with friends,
family, partners, and self, and how to
make them work for you.
7:00 PM
Oxford Hall

Single and Satisfied Workshop
There is more to life than romance.
Find out about all the great things that
"single-dom" has to offer.
6:30 PM
Aroostook Hall
Healthy Passions Workshop
All about relationships with friends,
family, partners, and self, and how to
make them work for you.
8:00 PM
Stodder Hall
HEALTVY PASSIONS: CELEBAATING LOVE AND INTIMACY is
a creation of the Peer Educator Program, SHARE.,
Campus Living, and the Health Impact Group, a
division of Student Affairs.

Social Hour
Appetizers and a cash bar with a
performance by the Maine Steiners.
6:00 PM
Dinner
Catered meal & a string quartet. Call
581-4561 for more information and
reservations.
7:00 PM
Dance
DJ, a cash bar, and music until
midnight. Free to everyone.
8:00 PM
Healthy Passions is co-sponsored by Residents on
Campus,The Union Board Diversions, East/West
Campus Area Board,Campus Living Dining
Services, and local businesses & friends.

"HEALTHY PASSIONS ARE FOR EVERYONE"
T-SHIRT GIVE-AWAYS Al EVERY EVENT!
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Editorial Pa.e
WMEB,a ray ofhope
Last Tuesday our student-run radio
station, WMEB-FM,pulled the plug on
itself and went off the air for a period of
time the length of which has yet to be
determined. Apparently, a deejay
crossed the rather fine line that separates good taste from bad by attempting
to parody the 0. J. Simpson trial using
a rap song as a motif. In keeping with
that motif, the deejay reportedly used
the word "nigga" like it was going out
of style.
Word of this escapade may or may
not have reached the Federal Communications Commission, and the prospect of a large fine for the possible
violation was enough to intimidate the
station managers into shutting down
until, the managers say, they can prop-

erly train their staff.
The absence of WMEB is truly a
loss to the university community. The
station's claim to be "the only alternative" is all too true. In an area where
listeners are forced to choose between
country or classic rock, WEB is the
only refuge for those who might be
interested in hearing something to which
they don't know all the words.
As the sole source of alternative programming in this area WMEB stands
alone on the FM dial as a ray of hope
piercing the dark cloud that is broadcasting aimed at the lowest common
denominator.
We can only hope WMEB comes
back on the air as soon as possible. It is
sorely missed.(F. J. Gallagher)

ROTC,politicians and
political correctness
A bill to deny Federal grants and contracts to Universities which prohibit ROTC
units, is currently wallowing in a House of
Representative committee. The Bill introduced by Rep. Pombo and Rep. Doolittle
denies Federalfunding to universities which
prohibit ROTC on the groundsofthe"don't
ask,don't tell, don't pursue" military policy concerning homosexuals in the military.
Problems festoon around the bill like
smokers in front of the Union. For starters
President Clinton's brilliant policy concerning homosexuals in the military is as
flimsy as the paper it is written on. The
worlds most powerful military demands a
more reinforced position on this decisive
issue. The fact that the numbers of sexuality based discharges has remained unchanged since Clinton's policy was enacted only points to its ineffective and politically compromised nature.
Another little problem with the old policy, that banning homosexuals completely, and Clinton's new-and-improved policy is that the courts consistently rule against
them on First Amendment grounds. The
courts have time and time again said that
such a ban is illegal and yet Speaker Gingrich, Representatives Pombo and Doolittle
continue on their paths.

Political correctness, the scurvy of the
late-model civil rights movement, infests
this debate and,despite what pro-PC advocates say,has created an incomprehensible
mess.People discriminate between domestic beer and micro-brewed beer, between
cheesy danceclub bars and smokey redneck bars, between jeans and tan pants. In
a technical sense one could argue blacks
were discriminated against during the military's ban on them. Women likewise. Yet
to label the military's policies as racist and
sexist makes what is at stake bitingly clear.
Lets frame this debate in terms that have
meaning for everyone, not simply a minority of liberal and not-so-liberal university students.
Lastly and perhaps the most daunting
problem with this debate,is that politicians
take the military's opinion about as seriously as students take student governments
opinion. That is to say, they don't care.
The military is, at times, entirely different
than civilian life. In certain respects to
speak of First Amendment rights in situations complete with bombing,gassing,stabbing, gorging, and shelling is foolish. Yet
this does not mean the military, because
they fight the good fight, is entitled to
ignore the constitution, rather they'are entitled to a seat at the table.(M.L.Lane)
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• Letters
• On the verge of failing
To the Editor,
I am writing this letter to my fellow students
because I feel that it is my duty to do so.
It is about the class ZOL 208(Anatomy and
Physiology). There are about two hundred of us
presently experiencing it at the moment and
several hundreds more shall be entering it after
completing BIO 100.
There is a major problem with this class.
Almost everyone is on the verge of failing it
and this is not because we do not study for it. In
fact we barely have time to study for anything
else because of it! This class just has way too
much information to be covered in one semester and since it has a lab attached to it (which I
might add hardly ever overlaps with lectures
the way it is supposed to do) that means even
more work for us to do.
The main reason this class is so frustrating is
that it is a prerequisite for many degree programs.
In fact I as a psych major was told that if I don't
pass the class I wouldn't graduate! The same
holds for social work majors, but the people that I
feel the sorriest for are the nursing majors and the
pre-med students. For them,this class is vital and
very necessary and should be well understood and
I feel that they're being short-changed in having
to take the class this way.
There has got to be a problem that has quite a
significant minority of its students taking it for
second or third time and that has average score

of 61!
I have looked into every possible reason for
these dismal grades and it isn't that we're not
studying hard enough or that our study methods are poor(for crying out loud there are two
hundred students in the class, we can't all be
terrible students!), so it must be the class itself!
This class is not good for anyone who wishes to remain sane. I studied for two weeks
straight for the first exam and I got a D, the
second exam was even worse! If, like me, you
don't just give up and flunk the class (though
that becomes very tempting I can assure you!)
then you'll find yourself spending endless
sleepless Jolt and No-Doz-induced nights
studying hard for your next D.
I think this class is a good example of notvery-well-thought-out downsizing creating
very negative impacts on the student body here
at UMaine. People are thinking of transferring
to other schools or changing majors because of
this course!
Several of my classmates and I have expressed our opinions but no one seems to be
listening. I just hope something is done about
this class so that the next bunch of students
due to take it will not have to go through what
my classmates and I are going through now.
S. Danmole
Orono, Maine

• This place sucks
To the Editor:
sity, but I was. I mean, haven't they built a
I arrived at UMaine just this semester, a museum for these people yet?
transfer student from (sorry!) Boston UniversiOh yeah, it's called the College of Arts &
ty, and one of the first people I met here com- Humanities.
plained about the university's stifling atmo2)There is a group on campus called Maine
sphere of political correctness. I didn't believe Won't Discriminate. I think they need to be a
it. "Ha ha," I laughed. "Ha ha ha!" After two little more specific. That sort of earnest,simpleyears at BU,I knew what a "stifling atmosphere minded generalization — "Discrimination bad!"
of political correctness" really was, and I didn't — can lead to all sorts of fuzzy-headed nonexpect to find it here. This is Maine, after all, sense.
and what we lack in economic opportunity and
Example: A month or so ago, Maine Won't
decent weather we make up for in common Discriminate held some sort offund-raising parsense.
ty, and posted announcements across campus.
Or so I thought. Here's just a few things I've The group's name was emblazoned at the top of
seen here so far that bug me.
each flyer, but at the bottom came this caveat:
1)I recently read a guest column in The Maine "Beer for those with ID"(emphasis mine).
Campus by professor Michael Howard titled,
Hmm.I guess Maine won't discriminate, but
oxymoronically enough,"The Future of Social- Maine Won't Discriminate will.
ism". There's also an ongoing Socialist-Marxist
3) Walking through a faculty-staff parking
Luncheon Series. Is this at last the free lunch lot today,I saw a bumper sticker that read "Thelsocialism has long promised? Or do they make ma & Louise Live".
you stand in line for three hops for a slice of
They drove off a cliff, honey. They're gone.
bread?
4.) There was a discussion on campus reI guess I shouldn't have been surprised to see
that Marxism is alive and well here at the univercon't, bottom next page
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The facts about welfare
By Jane Searles

Katy Brennan
While attending a
day long conference on
suicide prevention for a
class, the right to bear
arms came into question. The reasoning for
this was the fact that if
guns are around, people will use them.
Some at the conference said that the reason so many people commit suicide is
because they have access to guns.
At the conference, some interesting
statistics and facts were presented. Sixty-five percent of all suicides are committed by people using guns. Suicide is
a sometimes compulsive act because of
a bombardment of pressures from the
outside world. When a gun is around,
people have an easy way to relieve these
pressures.
Maine's suicide rate is 20 to 30 times
higher than the national average in young
people between the ages of 15 to 24.
Some at the conference felt a logical
reason for this is very high percentages
of homes with guns in them. With all the
hunting done in Maine, guns go with the
territory.
I realize that a lot of people make
sure guns are out of the reach of children, unloaded and safe, but at the same
time, the statistics show that many people are not taking this much care in protecting themselves and their family from
guns in the home.
Before this conference, I assumed I
was all for the Second Amendment. Actually, I didn't really even think about it.
My dad is a member of the NRA, and I
just assumed I had the same beliefs as
he. However, I now realize that I am
torn over the issue.
I consider my father to be a responsible individual. He owns a gun, a rifle
from his Vietnam days, which is not
properly cared for. Although he did
not know I knew where the gun was
kept, I did. When I was a very young,
sometimes after school when my
friends and I were bored, we would
sneak up to my dad's room, reach way

and the respondent lacked transportation(19 percent).
The Maine Center for Women,Work &
Community provides services to homemakers who,because of divorce or separation or a spouse has died or has become
disabled or the marriage is at risk, is losing her primary source of income. The
people we serve tend to be women because they have been the homemakers in
our society. The profile of displaced homemakers served in fiscal year 94: 61 percent are between the ages of 35-64, 81
percent have family income of $15,000 or
less,60 percent have a high school education or less and 81 percent have dependants.
Outcomes for participants completing
our ten week Career Life Planning, Workforce and Entrepreneurship Training: 59
percent enter employment or become self
employed, of those employed, 73 percent
earn $5 per hour or more with the average
being $6.92, 41 percent enter education to
training and 46 percent combine employment and/or self employment with education and training.
If you continue to read Dr. Seguino's
study, you will also note that in order to
raise children in this state, a woman needs
at least $10 per hour to make ends meet.
And, when you further read that with higher education and experience women are
still behind men in wage earning power.
Do these numbers from Dr. Seguino's
study and former program suggest that cently concerning something called "Queer
women are using their checks for alcohol Theory". This theory holds, among other
and feeding their children pizza and Twink- things, that humans have no intrinsic prediies and watching television day after day? lection for heterosexuality (the proclivity to
I suspect your readers will figure it out for procreate the species apparently being artifithemselves.
cially imposed by society). "Queer Theory"
As we all come to try to learn to share goes on to say that there really isn't such a
this small planet, to understand one anoth- thing as heterosexuality anyway; there is no
er, to reach this common ground, to em- opposite sex, since those we traditionally
brace diversity and appreciate it, irrespon- consider males are in fact"hormonally modsible journalism can play a part in con- ified females".
tinuing the myths and stereotypes of AFDC
Let me see ifI've got this straight(no pun
women and other groups.
intended). I'm not actually a heterosexual
(Jane Searles is the Regional Manager male, as I long believed; I am in fact a
at the Maine Centerfor Women, Work and chromosome-enhanced lesbian with a fetish
Community and has worked in the profes- for the hormonally-challenged members of
sion for 18 years.)
my own gender.
Forgive my pragmatism, but is there any
If you spot an inaccuracy in The Maine Campus, please contact chance a line like that could help me pick up
girls?
the editor at 581-1271. Corrections will be published on the
5) This is me opening The Maine Cameditorial page.

While I appreciate that The Maine Campus is a college paper distributed to students, faculty and the university community, I must share that I was appalled, disgusted and outraged with the March 29
cartoon located on page 10 depicting
AFDC women.
I am an alumna of the University of
Maine, class of 1976, I have worked nine
and a half years on the Bangor campus
with the Maine Centers for Women,Work,
& Community (formerly the Maine Displaced Homemakers Program) and have
worked in this profession since 1977. I
guess you would say, I have known and
worked with hundreds of women on
AFDC. I rarely, if ever, have met any
woman who has shared with me that she
loves collecting welfare, feels it is a ticket
to an easy life or would wish this lifestyle
on their children.
I would encourage any of your readers
to contact the Margaret Chase Smith Center for Public Policy on campus and request a copy of the brilliant and thorough
study conducted by Stephanie Seguino,
Ph.D, titled Living on the Edge: Women
Working and Providing for Families in the
Maine Economy, 1979-1993.
In the study she discusses the facts on
women in and work in Maine and in particular addresses the facts concerning
Maine women on AFDC. I want to share
just one small section of the study. Of the
AFDC recipients who responded(30 percent)an overwhelming majority expressed
desire to obtain a paid job (93.6 percent).
Of those who indicated they did not want
a paid job, roughly three quarters were
either disabled, had disabled children or
were grandmothers. These findings suggest that the public's understanding of
the personal goals of AFDC recipients is
imperfect at best, since among those able
to work in the paid labor market, almost
all indicated a desire to do so. Reasons
cited for not being able to return to employment: affordable childcare(31 percent), a temporary job had ended(30.2
percent), the worker was laid off(28 percent), wages were too low(24 percent)

into the back of his closet and feel for
his rifle covered in an old white sheet.
Upon uncovering it, we would play war
with each other for hours, pointing the
gun at each other and pulling the trigger. Even though my dad was smart
enough to keep the rifle unloaded, the
actions of my friends and I as kids is
truly frightening. Any number of things
could have gone wrong. Thank God
they didn't.
To this day my dad does not realize
we acted so foolishly. I'm sure he thought
he was playing it safe, keeping the gun
unloaded, but we could have easily loaded the gun if we found the bullets. Then
it would have become really frightening.
When someone brings a gun into a
home, that person is asking for trouble. If that person does not properly
care for their gun, they are begging for
trouble.
I still am up in the air on the right to
bear arms issue. I do not think anyone

"I do not want to
baby the adults who
wish to own guns."
has the right to tell another person what
they should or should not do. I have
enough faith in my fellow man to hope
that they will take care of themselves,
their families and those around them.
However with suicide rates in Maine being as high as they are today, I can't
help to think that guns have something
to do with the high percentages.
I do not want to baby the adults who
wish to own guns. They have a right
guaranteed by the constitution to do
so. However, when these adults begin
to act like babies in the way they care
for their guns, their rights become less
guaranteed. Once that person has endangered another's right to life, liberty and pursuit of happiness, they no
longer have a right to bear anything,
least of all a gun.

This place sucks continued from page 10
pus. This is me scanning the editorial page.
This is me reading another in an unending
series of columns listing the most typical
objections to all things Republican. Imagine! A college paper so brash, so iconoclastic as to unerringly support — gulp — the
left! This is me marveling at the fearless
audacity and unconventional spirit of The
Maine Campus editorial staff.
That was me being sarcastic.
And that more or less brings us around
the worst part of political correctness, it's
boring. It's predictable. It's tiresome in its
pervasive inevitability. Growing your hair
out and putting on your Birkenstocks,eating
Ben & Jerry's Rain Forest Crunch and gulping Snapple by the quart might have made
you a rebel thirty years ago, but it's old hat
now,the new orthodoxy.Yawn
Joel D. Smith
Passadumkeag, Maine
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Patric Walker

The Toybox

By Lee Reardon

Billy and Cassandra

By Amy Tarr
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Calvin and Hobbes
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For Monday, April 10
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Planetary activity highlights finances. Resist the temptation to bend the truth or tell
the occasional little white lie if certain individuals give you a hard time. You have
nothing to fear and nothing to hide.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): A challenging aspect confirms that the only advice
you can depend on is your own. Having
been misinformed or misled you must not be
afraid to call odd an arrangement if you feel
it will be nothing but trouble in the long
term.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): If a professional proposal seems too good to be true,
it probably isn't true. Aspects signify that
all manner of deception and disguise is possible. A contract affecting your financial
fortunes may not be worth the paper it's written on.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Keep lines
of communication open and don't allow your
life to be filled with fears which have no
foundation. It's up to decide in which direction your heart truly lies. Resist being led
where you would rather not be taken.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): The current financial situation is unfortunate but can't
be laid at anyone's door but your own. It's
tempting to blame events beyond your control but, even if you manage to convince
others, you can never successfully fool yourself.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Forget about
hurt pride and others' lack of cooperation.
The accent is on partnership and professional issues, and a new approach is called for.
Whatever takes place now remember that
you're breaking away from what holds you
back or restricts your growth.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): The next
phase is about finances and investments, and
you're likely to be deciding where you would
be happiest in the long-term. You're reminded that a crisis often explodes the illusions that anchor our lives to the past.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): There's a
tendency to imagine all kinds of intrigue when,
in fact, what you've now discovered will prove
invaluable when negotiating some sort of contract. Ensure that financial issues aren't allowed to overshadow your emotional needs.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Not everything in life goes according to plan. Don't
be surprised if a scheme involving a partner
or a domestic issue has to be postponed or
abandoned altogether. Rest assured there
are better things on the horizon.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): A
chance remark or encounter is the excuse
you need to force an awkward situation with
a colleague out into the open. There's been a
good deal of confusion at work recently, and
you should seize a heaven-sent opportunity
to clear the air.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 - Jan. 19): There's
no need to come to blows even though you
seem to be up against a brick wall regarding
an embarrassing financial situation. If others
want to voice their opinions, let them. The
moment will pass, and you can get on with
what you know to be right for you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Planetary activity is likely to give rise to undercurrents within intensely personal relationships. Let caution be your guide but don't
be surprised if unexpected developments
mean you're forced to change your stance at
a moment's notice.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): After experiencing a raw deal, you may be wondering
whether balance and harmony will ever be restored to your life again. The worst will soon be
over. What transpires now could set you free
and set a new trend for the next few months.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Patric Walker
For Tuesday, April 11
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: It's
time to determine your future and destiny
while enriching the lives of those you care
for. You have the power and determination to take over the reins and prove what a
tower of strength you can be.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You
have a reputation for knowing what you
want and now you can see exactly how to
achieve it. A magnificent planetary setup
indicates that there comes a moment in life
when one's aspirations can become reality.
This is yours.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): With so
many planetary influences working in your
favor it would be easy to be lulled into a
state of complacency. Make your moves
while the going is good. The picture could
appear very different around the 15th.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Don't
accept the first offer that comes your way.
You don't have to be selfish to realize there
are easy pickings to be had if you're prepared to take a risk. On this occasion, the
bird in the hand may seem far less attractive then the two in the bush.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You'll
be faced with an opportunity which was,
until recently, a fantasy. Don't take into
account so many minor details you lose
sight of the main objective. To make the
simple complicated is commonplace, to
make the complicated simple is creativity.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You should
be feeling more confident about affairs of
the heart. You've acknowledged that certain criticisms contained a grain of truth
which, wisely, you managed to chew and
swallow. Now nothing is beyond your
scope.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): One situation involving your family or friends has
provided much food for thought. Although
everyone would like to see matters settled,
you're under no obligation to provide an
instant yet lasting solution.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Take whatever action necessary to gain the support
you've been promised. Individuals must
be made to keep their part of the bargain
and realize there are no short cuts to success. Continues effort is the key to unlocking true potential.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You're
in an optimistic frame of mind and eager to
finalize long-term business or professional
plans. You must not let your zealous attitude force you to jump the gun. Try to
keep your options open until after the 15th.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Planetary activity signifies there's a world
of difference between where you think you
should be heading and where you're expected to be. If others aren't willing to
share your journey they may find themselves being left behind.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Planetary influences mean you must neither repress your feelings entirely nor indulge
them too freely. Perhaps you're being
pulled in different directions, but there's
still a fine balance which must be found.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): If
You're been forced to keep certain plans
in
under wraps, prepare to bring them out
doubthave
the open. Associates who may
ed you in the past are about to offer their
support. Only you can decide whether to
accept it.
There
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20):
you've
once
offer
are untold rewards on
banished any guilt or self-doubt. At this
moment, you're coming to grips with professional matters and you aren't prepared
to allow anyone to stand in your way.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Noted Lyceum
instructor
io Policy
postscript
15 Mexican dance
musicians
16 Dickens's
Heep
17 Say "WHAT?'
18 Itsy----19 Funnyman
Caesar
20 Center of
interest
21 Organizational
need
22 Yarn measure
23 Opening in the
ice
24 Splotches

26 Sweaters?
27 Frightful, in
slang
28 Evel Knievel,
e.g.
32 Sea birds
33 Pub missiles
34 Garr of
"Tootsie"
35 Alexander's
home
37 Be an ecdysiast
38 Charges (at)
39 Collar victims
40 Cause to jump
43 Bartlett, for one
44 Synagogue
scrolls
45 Wilderness
home
46 Tender spot?

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

49 Give the slip to
50 Sewing
machine's
inventor
52 Bowling
Hall-of-Famer
Dick
53 Like Poe's
"Letter"
54 Twinklers
55 They're not
there

1
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15
dlIII
18

17
21
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11
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1111
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23
22111
24

26

25
28

29

30

31

271111
34

DOWN
Book after Joel
2 Sitarist Shankar
3 Plenty mad

32111
36

35

33lUll
37
39

38
4041

43

42

4 Army address

12 The same
13 Canvas prop

14 Ditty
21 Fathers
22 Wheeler-dealer
23 Cardiologist's
concern

46

45

44

5 Uncle Remus
story, with
"The"
6 Sinatra film
Eleven"
"
7 Word in an
Oscar
acceptance
speech
Shellac
la vie!"
9"C'
10 Carmine
it Hunting dog

Ill
lUll
III

lU49

50
53

52

lU54
Puzzle by Harvey Estes

24 Femme fatale
Theda
25
Hayes of
TV's "Mod
Squad"
26 Helen's
abductor
27 Dress's bottom
28 Infernal writer?

55

47

48

51

11111111
11111111

36 Bumstead's
boss
37 Affixes quickly
39 Having two X
chromosomes
40 Does a slow
burn
41 For rent
42 Caribbean isle

43 Figure skating

event
45 Putter, for one

46 Paleontologist's
discovery
bit"
47 "Just
48 1981 Beatty film
50 Ecol. org.
51 Top 40 song

29 Novelist Brittain
30 Showy flower
31 Edge
33 Guys' partners

PerscinalAstrolcigyConsultationsbrItleptrne
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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*Newt'n'the gang

Republicans celebrate 100-day contract progress
WASHINGTON(AP)—Under the slogan "promises made,promises kept," House
Republicans celebrated completion of the
"Contract With America" Friday and pointed toward the struggle ahead to balance the
budget. The House Democrats' leader attacked the GOP agenda as "reckless,fundamentally unfair."
Six months after they signed their "Contract" on the Capitol steps, Republicans
returned to rejoice. "This is only the beginning," Speaker Newt Gingrich said in a sunsplashed rally marking completions of their
campaign manifesto in 93 days — faster
than the 100 they promised.
With the bulk of the House's work —
bills on tax cuts, welfare, crime, and other
topics — awaiting Senate action, Gingrich
said,'Of course it's going to be difficult to
pass these things." He noted the Constitu-

tion had dispersed power among the House, try does not favor "partisan gridlock." And
the Senate, the president, Supreme Court yet, he added, "I have no doubt that there
and states, and said, "That's the American will be occasions when the veto will be used.
way."
We will have some unreconciliable conFor Gingrich, the rally was a prelude to flicts," said the president, who has yet to
a scheduled 30-minute prime time address cast his first veto.
Congressional Democrats have been far
to the nation, a speech he said he would use
to sketch "where we have to go next."The harsher in their criticism of the Republican
speech loomed as an unprecedented oppor- program in recent days, saying it would cut
tunity for a congressional leader, a preroga- spending on programs for the poor to protive customarily reserved for presidents. vide tax benefits skew)d to the wealthy.
"Never before has so much been done,
CBS, CNN and C-Span said they would
broadcast it live; ABC and NBC were stick- in so little time,to help sofew,et the expense
of so many," House Democratic Leader
ing with their regular programming.
En route to Dallas, President Clinton Dick Gephardt of Mi ssouri said in a speech
said he thought Gingrich would make a to the National Press Club.
He summarized the Republican agenda
good speech. "He'll claim a lot ofcredit fol
what he has done,and he should," he added. this way: "unconscionable, reckless, funClinton told his Texas audience he would damentally unfair."
Gephardt, too, looked ahead to the balwork with the Republicans,saying the coun-

• Television

ance of the 104th Congress, offering to
"work through our differences."
With Republicans firmly in power in
the House and Senate,it is Gingrich's agenda that will steer the debate,along with that
of Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole, RKan.
Nay the basis for a new partnership that
that new partnership will allow us to come
here on a bipartisan basis to balance the
budget, to remake the federal government,
to start getting the job done for our children
and oui country."
To wipe out the deficit by 2002,Republicans are expected to propose major changes
in Medicare and sharply scale back spending
from dozens, if not hundreds,of federal programs. As many as four Cabinet agencies
may be targeted for extinction, including
Commerce, HUD,Energy and Education.

• Washington

FCC proposes minimum of Clinton to sign taxeducational programming break for self-employed
WASHINGTON(AP)— Federal regulators are proposing making TV broadcasters air at least three hours of educational shows a week for children, according to a document released Friday.
That amount would increase each
year by a half hour, topping out at five
hours a week, according to the Federal
Communications Commission document, which outlines several proposals
to increase the amount of such programming.
The document confirmed what industry and FCC officials have previously
told The Associated Press.
The FCC voted Wednesday to move
forward on a plan requiring TV stations
to air a minimum amount of programs,
while also agreeing to consider less re-

strictive proposals.
At that time, agency officials would
not disclose how many hours would constitute a minimum amount.
"It should be feasible for the vast
majority of (stations) to meet a threehour-per-week requirement," the FCC
said in the document.
The program requirements don't apply to cable television.
A 1990 law requires TV broadcasters
to air shows meeting the educational
and informational needs of children as
one of the conditions for license renewal.
What constitutes an educational program — which has been a subject of
dispute — also was more clearly defined
in the FCC document.

Vacation Child Care Program
April 17-21
Grades K-6
Applications available at the Commuter Office,
Memorial Union. Limited funds are available.
Apply NOW!

WASHINGTON(AP)— PresidentClinton said today he will sign a bill extending a
health insurance tax deduction to 3.2 million self-employed people even though he
objects to its multi-million dollar tax break
for media magnate Rupert Murdoch.
House Democrats had urged Clinton to
veto the legislation to eliminate the Murdoch benefit.
"Because this health care benefit is so
important,! will sign this legislation," Clinton said.
The bill lets the self-employed deduct25
percent of their health insurance premiums
from their 1994taxes.The deduction, which
had expired, would rise permanently to 30
percent next year.
Clinton said he was troubled that Congress dropped an administration proposal to
close a loophole that lets Americans avoid
taxes by renouncing their citizenship. The
administration saysthe provision would have
affected about two dozen wealthy Americans.
Clinton said, "this bill carves out a spe-

cial exception for one pending deal. This is
the kind of dealing that goes on all the time
in Washington."
He wasreferring to a provision that would
eliminate tax breaks for companies that sold
broadcast and cable TV stations to minority
buyers, but retain the benefit for a single
deal involving Murdoch.
Murdoch has a contract to sell Atlanta
station WATL-TV for$150 million to Qwest
Inc., which is 55 percent owned by minorities, including Quincy Jones, Geraldo Rivera and former pro football star Willie Davis.
The benefit for Murdoch has been estimated
at $63 million.
The break for Murdochwas inserted by
Democratic Sen. Carol Moseleh-Braun of
Illinois, who sought to retain the minority
ownership program.
Clinton said the Murdoch deal was one
reason "why we need a line-item veto that
covers both spending and special tax provisions. When I get it, I can assure you I will
use it to weed out special interest loopholes
like the one in this bill.

The finest AUTHENTIC Chinese
foods loaded with taste not fat

ightK e1ight
SUMMER JOBS IN BAR HARBOR
Acadia Bike & Canoe
Bike Shop Staff: Acadia Bike & Canoe, Bar Harbor, Maine seeks qualified
men and women to work in the rental, tour and retail operation. Located in the
heart of Acadia National Park on beautiful Mount Desert Island.

Positions include: customer service &sales staff; bicycle mechanics,
and bike tour leaders.

Coastal Kayaking Tours Inc
Sea Kayak Guides: Coastal Kayaking Tours Inc. of Bar Harbor seeks
qualified men and women to lead guided sea kayak tours in the Acadia National
Park Area. You will guide half-day, full-day, and multi-day sea kayaking trips.
Applicants should possess good outdoor leadership skills, be sound paddlers, and
enjoy working with people. Maine Guides License (recreational) is required.
(Guide training available). Plenty of work, good pay, and bonus program.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: April 13& 14/contact 581-1349

371 Stillwater Ave, Old Town

827-7996
• Minimum $15 order for free delivery. We deliver to Orono, Old Town,
Milford and Bradley.• We honor competitor's coupons.

FREE

$5 OFF

Pork fried rice

with purchase of
$20.00 or more when
dining in.

with purchase of a
Pu Pu Platter for 2.
EXPIRES MAY 1, 1995
NOT TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION
WITH ANY OTHER SPECIALS.
L

EXPIRES MAY 1, 1995
NOT TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION
j
WITH ANY OTHER SPECIALS.
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• Rally

• Weapons

House GOP proposes repeal Interest groups unite
of assault weapons ban
against violence on women
WASHINGTON (AP)— Conservative
House Republicans, supported by severkl
Democrats, have put foiward a proposal to
repeal the ban on assault-style weapona.
The measure also could overturn some state
and local gun laws.
Members of the House Firearms Legislation Task Force introduced the repeal bill
on Friday. Republicans have made a top
priority of lifting the assault weapons ban,
which was part of last year's $30 billion
anti-crime law initiated by the Clinton administration.
The House plans to vote next month on
the bull, and Senae Republican leader Bob
Dole, gun-control opponent, has sai oe
hoped to have such a measure on President
Clinton's desk by the summer. Clinton has
said he will veto any such repeal.
"If the gun task force and the pro-gun
lobby believe that they will repeal the assault weapons ban without a fight, they've
gotanotherthink coming,"said Rep.Charles
Schumer,D-N.Y., who led the battle for the
ban and the Brady handgun control lw.
Schumer said h3 was particularly
cbncerned abou a provision in the bill that
reaffirms the right of individuals to use any
firearms at home for self-defense. People
who were denied that right could bring civil

lawsuits in federal court seeking damages.
"It repeals hundreds of ... laws that allow states and localities to determine who
could have a gun in their home," Schumer
said in an interview.
Freshman Rep. Bob Barr, R-Ga.,chaidman of the firearms taak force, saiduthe
provision "could very well" negate some
state and local gun laws.
The ban, which prohibits the
manufac5ure, sale and posseasion of 19
specific types of assault-style firearms and
scores of chpycats,is supported by majr law
enforcement organizations.
The repeal was left out of the big GOP
anti-crime package that swept through the
House in mid-February, which was pait of
the "Contract With America" agenta completed this week
"It's going to repeal the Clinton gun
grab and it's going to make homes safer for
America," freshman Rep. Steoe Stockman,
R-Texas, told a news conference by members of the firearms task force. The new bil
also would create federal mandatory minimum sentences for use of a firearm in any
serious state or federal crime. The new minimums would be five fears for possessing a
jirearm, 10 years for blandishing one and 20
years for firing one.

• Partisanship

Newt sends a nice note
to reverse what Clinton acromplished during his
first two years in office.
Gingrich expressed sympathy for Clinton, saying he was being put in a "difficult position" by
congressional Democrats pressing him to veto bills
coming out ofthe GOP-led Congress.
"He doesn't wantto automatically beforced
into a veto. I respect that," Gingrich said. "I
think you will see Sen.(Bob)Dole and I work
with the president when we can find common
ground. We'll oppose him when we think he's
wrong,and we expect him to do the same. We
don'tthink he's going to bea patsy and automatically sign things we send to him."
Asked ifClinton was more in touch with the
ALITY THAT Republicans would overcome
presidential vetoes by attaching welfare reform
and
other bills to measures to raise the national
Nation."
"We're not going to let them roll that back," debt ceiling and other budgetary items that
Vice President Al Gore said minutes earlier on Clinton couldn't veto without causing havoc to
NBC's"MeetthePress"on Republican attempts the government.

WASHINGTON (AP) — House Speaker
NewtGingrich sent a conciliatory messageto the
White House on Sunday,saying President Clinton is a man he can work with who is "without
question" more in touch with the American
people than congressional Democrats.
But Gingrich,R-Ga.,and Democratic leaders who appeared on the Sunday TV news
programs,also were in agreement that the next
phase of the 104th Congress will be just as
contentious as the first 100 days.
Gingrich suggested Republicans might attach "Contract With America" measures onto
budgetary bills that would make presidential
vetoes unpalatable.
"We are notjust going to get rolled over by
the president," he said on CBS' "Face the

Top 10 Reasons to Graduate:
6.) Parking in East Bum?@#!
5.) Bookstore buy back = zero
refund
Watch for more next week!
Sponsored by Senior Council

WASHINGTON(AP)— Women's rights
supporters rallied near the Capitol Sunday to
protest "violence against women" — a term
they applied not only to rape and battering but
also to political assaults on welfare spending,
abortion and affirmative action.
"As women have been able to take some
small measure of power, we're facing a fierce
backlash," Patricia Ireland, president of the
National Organization for Women, told the
crowd.
ThousandsofpeoplespreadacrosstheNational
Mallfortherally,organized by NOW and endorsed
by morethan700groups,including abortion-rights
supporters,laborunions,civil rightsgroups,gayand
lesbian organizations,environmentalists,socialists,
victims' rights advocates,and welfare recipients.
Ireland estimated the crowd at 250,000.The
National Park Service planned to release its
own estimate, which was expected to be lower.
Coming atthe end ofthe first 100 daysofthe
new GOP-led Congress, the "Rally for Women's Lives" focused heavily on the conservative
agenda ofHouse Speaker NewtGingrich,R-Ga.
Speakers voiced fears that Congress would
curtail abortion rights,cut spending on welfare
programs for women and children, dismantle
affirmative action programs for women and
minorities,and cutfunding to prevent domestic
violence and aid its victims.They equated what
they called "political violence" with physical
attacks.
"Be it personal terror or political terror, it
hasjust one purpose — control," said Eleanor
Smeal, president of The Feminist Majority.

"We are the majority. Our rights will only be
taken away if we allow the terrorists to reign."
Hoisting signs that read "NOW,Not Newt"
and"RepublicansDon'tNeed Abortions,TheyEat
Their Young,"demonstrators chanted"We won't
go back." A few women stripped to their bras,and
some went topless in the warm sun. Men and
children also were sprinkled through the crowd
"There should be as many men here as
women here," the Rev. Jesse Jackson said.
"Men must know that none of us are secure
until all of us are secure."
Among the speakers were relatives of people killed in anti-abortion shootings, including
June Barrett, whose husband James was shotto
death while escorting a doctor into a Pensacola,
Ha., abortion clinic.
"Isurvived that horrible nightmare and lam
here today to say to you,help stop the violence
and defend a woman's right to choose," said
Mrs. Barrett, who was injured in the attack.
An assortment of celebrities, including
Sharon Gless and Tyne Daly of television's
"Cagney and Lacey," rock singer Joan Jett,
and musical grouts Salt'N Pepa an Toad the
Wet Sprocket were also scheduled to appear.
Timed to coincide with the rally, more than
6,000T-shirts representing victims ofrape,murder, battering, child abuse, and other violence
against women were strung across the Mall as
part of the nationwide "Clothesline Project"
Denise Brown hung a white T-shirt covered
with colorful handprints and handwritten messages in honor of her sister Nicole Brown
Simpson, the slain ex-wife of O.J. Simpson.

Wanted*
Bright, creative, punctual,
organized, open-minded
students with good
communication skills for
challenging positions in
peer education.
The Peer Educator Program and S.H.A.R.E. (Sexual
Health and Reproductive Education) are now
accepting applications for the fall of '95. Duties
include developing, modifying, and presenting
workshops in residence halls, serving as a referral
service & resource, and developing promotional and
passive materials. These are paid positions requiring
a commitment of at least 10 hours a week.
For more information:
Cousins,Program Coordinator, at
Sheri
Contact
or
581-4561 stop by the basement of Cutler
Health Center,Room 12, to pick up an
application. Applications and references are
due by April 21, 1995.
The Peer Educator and SHARE.programs are
sponsored by Campus Living & Student Health
Services, The Division of Student Affairs.
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• College

Harvard rescinds admission to student who killed mom
BOSTON (AP) — Gina Grant seemed
to be the perfect candidate for Harvard
University: an IQ of 150, honor society
memoer, tennis team co-captain, tutor of
underprivileged kids.
Now Harvard has taken back its offer of
early admission, after learning that Grant
bludgeoned her mother to death with a lead
crystal candlestick five years ago.
"Ideal with this tragedy every day on a
personal level. It serves no good purpose
for anyone else to dredge up the pain of my
childhood," Grant said in a statement."I'm
especially distressed that my college career
may now be in jeopardy."
The university would not comment on
Grant's case, acknowledging only that an
early admission offer had been rescinded.

Spokesman Joe Wrinn said Friday that Harvard occasionally withdraws such offers
because of a sudden drop in a student's
academic performance or because a student lied on the application.
The Harvard application asks whether a
student has ever been on probation. Grant had
been on probation until she was 18 as a condition of pleading no contest to the September
1990 killing of her mother in Lexington, S.C.
The university did not release Grant's
application. Grant's attorney, Margaret
Burnham, said Grant was not obligated to
disclose something that happened when
she was a juvenile.
Burnham said in a statement that she
hoped Harvard would reconsider. She did
not mention any possible legal action,

WINNING
STRATEGIES FOR
MAXIMIZING YOUR
INVESTMENTS
AND PROTECTING
YOUR ESTATE
A series ofworkshopsfor
University ofMaine
Faculty &Administration
RETIREMENT PLANNING:
"How to Turn Your Retirement
Years Into Golden Years"
Wednesday, April 12, 1995
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Memorial Union, North Lown
Brian will illustrate his 6-step process in preparing
university educators for a worry free retirement that will
maximize income and minimize taxes. If retirement is in
your near future - don't miss this workshop!

SUPPLEMENTAL
RETIREMENT
ANNUITIES (SRNs):
"How to Turn Yours Into a
Super Charged Retirement Annuity"
Friday, March 31, 1995
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Memorial Union, North Lown
This could be the investment vehicle you are looking
for to help you reduce your 1995 taxes and to give your
retirement planning a big boost. If you are disappointed
with your current SRA or considering contributing to an
SRA, you should plan to attend this informative
presentation.

ESTATE PLANNING:
"Protecting What You Have"
Monday, April 3, 1995
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Memorial Union, North Lown
Guest speaker Wayne Thcriault, JD, is a leading
authority on estate planning. Learn how you can keep
more of what your have worked hard to accumulate. In
this workshop, Wayne will explain how you could
potentially save your estate hundreds ofthousands of
dollars in taxes and probate fees.

After the killing, Grant, now 19, moved
to Cambridge to live with her aunt and
uncle. She began attending Cambridge
Ridge and Latin High School in 1992.
Officials there said Grant is a student in
good standing, but would not comment on
her academic record.
Grant received her acceptance letter in
January from Harvard. In the following
weeka, someone anonymously provided
Harvard ofnicials with newspaper clippings
about the killing.
Copies of the articles, obtained by The
Associated Press,report how Grant wept at
a hearing when police described how she
stopped to wipe up pools of blood in the
kitchen after smashing her mother's skull.
Grant's mother, Dorothy Mayfield,42,
had been hit at least 13 times. Mayfield,
described in court as an alcoholic, had a
blood alcohol level of .30 when she died,
three times the amount at which drivers are
considered legally drunk.

At the time, police said Grant and her
mother had been fighting. Grant's attorney, Jack Swerling, said his client had
struck out in self-defense.
But South Carolina prosecutor Donnie
Myers argued the killing was premeditated. After the killing, Grant and her football-player boyfriend, Jack Hook, tried to
make the death look like suicide by sticking a carving knife into the side of her
mother's neck. Hook pleaded no contest to
being an accessory to murder after the fact.
At the time,Grant was a nearly straightA student and the head of her student government. A judge who placed her in juvenile detention for a few months granted her
permission to move north and begin her life
anew. Grant's father died of cancer when
she was 11.
Grant lived with her father's sister in
Cambridge until she was 16 and moved
into her own apartment, supporting herself
from a modest trust fund.

• Zoos

Chicago searches for orangutan mom

Sponsored by:
Brian Bernatchez
Senior Vice President
Firstmark Corp.
• Specialist in retirement
planning for professionals in
higher education
• Editor &Publisher of
The Chronicle ofFinancial
Planning Newsletter

CHICAGO (AP) — Wanted: orangutan
with strong mothering instincts.Experience not
necessary, but probably helpful.
That was the call Friday from Lincoln Park
Zoo.
Zookeepers are searching for a surrogate
orangutan mom for Mukah,a41/2-pound baby
ape who was rejected by his mother. He's
making do with a human nanny while the staff
searches nationwide for a surrogate mom.
Mukah was born March 30and found abandoned a short time later in his mother Bata's
cage. Both she and the father, Herbie, are firsttime parents.
It isn't uncommon for first-time orangutan
parents to abandon their young in the wild,
officials said.
After he was dumped, the baby Borneo
orangutan was fed and warmed in the zoo's
great ape house, then zookeepers tried to rein-

troduce him to his mother. No luck.
"Mom had no interest in him whatsoever,"
said veterinarian Robyn Barbiers. "Then we
tried putting him with his grandma,Tanga,a45year-old female. She paid no attention to Mukah either."
Zoos formerly kept infant apes in humanstyle nurseries but the trend now is to search for
a surrogate.
"A lot ofsubtle orang behavior is passed on
to an orang baby from another orang," Barbiers
said. "These are things that obviously humans
aren't even aware of."
If no surrogate is found, Mukah will be
paired with another orangutan or ape that is
being hand-raised.
"He needs to have contact and love 24
hours a day right now,and we will give it to him
until we can find another ape who can give it to
him," Barbiers said.

HEY CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS!
V Participants must
pre-register
V No registration fee
V Complimentary lunch
will be provided

•Is your MEMBERSHIP DOWN?
•Do you want to get a head start in the
fall to BOOST YOUR NUMBERS?

Attend 1 or all 3 of these
educational workshops!

Call 581-1761 to get in on the social part
of FALL ORIENTATION.

Call Gloria Blair-Chapman
to reserve your space today.

Sponsored by ROC,TUB,IFC,PANHEL

1-800-274-3476

Magic Falls Rafting Company
Experience a Natural High
$40.00 per person with B.B.Q.
Some trips as low as $29.00
Specializing in 4 person sport boats.
Inflatable canoe trips as low as $29.00 per person.

I -800-207-RAFT
Magic Falls Rafting, West Forks, ME 04985
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SportsPage
am sports
Baseball signings
By early evening more than two dozen
Major League baseball players had signed
new contracts,with Oakland and Kansas City
gettingthe bargains.FormerCy Young Award
winner Bob Welch, who made $2.9 million
with the Athletics last season, re-signed for
$225,000 and no performance bonuses.
Catcher Pat Borders, who made $2.5
million with the Toronto Blue Jays in
1994,signed with the Kansas City Royals
for$310,000.Cleveland signed left-hander Bud Black for $350,000, an eighth of
the $3 million he made last season.
Teams pinched their marginal players, threatening them with release. Texas
pitcher Kenny Rogers was one of the few
players to get a big raise, agreeing to a
$3.7 million, one-year contract, an increase of $iants on Dec.22 for two minor
leaguers. Barring a late change, he'll become a free agent on Saturday.
Free agent third baseman Terry Pendleton and Florida agreed to a $1.5 million,
one-year deal with an option. The Marlins also signed infielder Jerry Browne to
a one-year deal worth $650,000.
Oakland signed infielder Mike Bordick to a $1.35 million,one-year contract,
and second baseman Mark Lemke resigned with Atlanta for $1.25 million.
Boston signed three players eligible
for arbitration: infielder Luis Alicea
($800,000) and Terry Shumpert
($250,000)and outfielder Wes Chamberlain ($350,000).
Free agentright-hander Kirk McCaskill
decided to go back to the Chicago White
Sox, agreeing to a $1.5 million, two-year
deal that pays him $750,000 per season.
Pitcher Joe Boever and Detroit agreed
to a $1.15 million, two-year deal
($500,000 in 1995, $650,000 in 1996).
The Tigers signed Juan Samuel to a minor-league contract that would pay him
$325,000 if he makes the team.
First baseman Tino Martinez,threatened
with release by Seattle, accepted a $1 million, one-year deal, twice his 1994 salary.
Pittsburgh signed free agent pitcher
Jim Gott for $900,000 and agreed to a
$720,000,one-year deal with pitcher Denny Neagle.
Free agent Bill Kreuger went back to
San Diego for $230,000, and infielder
Scott Livingston and the Padres agreed to
a $400,000, one-year contract.
Infielder Dave Hansen and the Los
Angeles Dodgers agreed at $325,000,and
first baseman David Segui and the New
York Mets agreed at $600,000.
Philadelphia agreed to deals with pitcher David West at $950,000 and second
baseman Mickey Morandini at $975,000.
The regular season will open up on
April 26. Boston plays Minnesota on that
day at Fenway.

Earnhardt burns up track
NORTH WILKESBORO, N.C.(AP)
—Dale Earnhardt emerged from the shadows cast by Jeff Gordon's early-season
success to win first Winston Cup event of
the season Sunday, the First Union 400.
Gordon has been flexing his young
muscles with his Chevrolet Monte Carlo,
winning three times in the first six races
and taking four poles.
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• A few Black Bears join the pro ranks
• Maine baseball drops 2 out of 3 on Saturday
• Bill Swift joins the Colorado Rockies

• Hockey

Three seniors sign pro contracts
Defensemen Chris Imes, Dave MacIsaac and Jack Rodrigue all make next step
By Larry Rogers Jr.
Sports Editor
While the 1994-95 hockey season came
to a close last weekend for the UMaine
Black Bears, all three seniors who skated on
the team will now test the waters of professional hockey.
Defensemen Chris Imes,Dave MacIsaac
and Jacque Rodrique each signed professional contracts on Thursday and Friday and
played for their respective teams over the
weekend.
Imes, who served as captain this season
after returning to the team this season following his one-year sabbatical with the U.S.
Olympic team, signed with the Minnesota
Moose of the International Hockey League
through the 1995-96 season.
The first-team Titan All-American and
Hobey Baker runner-up brings his heady
defensive play and fine offensive skills to
the Moose, who are a first-year independent
franchise.
Earlier during the season, Imes became
only the fourth UMaine defenseman to reach
the 100-point plateau in his career. He
finished this season with four goals and 30
assists in 43 games,helping Maine reach the
NCAA Championship for the second time
in three years.
In 81 career games at the Alfond Arena,
Maine lost only four times(70-4-7) with the
Birchdale, Minn., native in the lineup.
MacIsaac signed with the Milwaukee
Admirals,also an independantIHL team,on
Friday and will be in a familiar place — on a
title contender.

Before last weekend,the Admirals were
42-26-10 and had already clinched the Central Division of the Western Conference and
begin playoffs this week.
The 6-2,215-pound native of Arlington,
Mass., signed a 25-game contract with Milwaukee. The big defenseman offers the
Admirals some tough physical play and his
crafty stickhandling abilities.
Rodrique, an offensive-minded defenseman, took his hellish slapshot to the Syracuse Crunch of the American Hockey

League, who signed him to a short-term
contract Friday covering only two games.
The Crunch are a minor-league affiliate of
the Vancouver Canucks
The 6-foot, 200-pound point-producer
suited up for Syracuse's last two games on
Friday and Saturday, which served as a
tryout-type situation.
A product of Nashua, N.H., Rodrique
scored 11 goals and 37 points in 43 games
this season,finishing as Maine's fifth-leading scorer.

Chris Imes is one of three UMaine seniors to sign pro (LeClair photo).
41'

• Baseball

• NHL

Bears go 1-2 in tripleheader Smolinski
Sophomore slugger Nick Caiazzo slugs 2 homeruns
From Staff and Wire Reports
The UMaine baseball team played a
rare tripleheader on Saturday against
New Hampshire, walking away with one
win.
The Black Bears won the first game on
Saturday, a 9-5 decision, extending their
win streak to seven games before losing
the next two.
The teams played a tripleheader on
Saturday, as rain was expected for Sunday. As it turned out, Sunday was sunny
and better baseball weather than Saturday.
Maine dropped to 6-5 in the NAC and
10-22 overall, while the Wildcats improved to 5-4 and 12-8. New Hampshire
also took Sunday's lone game, 3-1.
In the first game, head coach John
Winkin's troops trailed 5-4 after six innings,coming back for the extra-inning 95 win. The 'Cats came back and took the
next two games by scores of 6-2 and 6-4.
Garrett Quinn(2-0)picked up Maine's
only win of the day after pitching a scoreless eighth inning. Lance Bogardus(0-1)
and dave Foran (0-6) took the two losses
on Saturday.
Sophomore third baseman Nick Caiazzo slugged a pair of homeruns on Saturday

bringing his team-leading total up to six.
Senior captain Steve Puleo led at the plate
over the weekend, going 6-for-13 with a
double, triple and three RBI.
On Sunday,freshman rightie Josh Harriman (3-1) absorbed the loss on the hill
for the Black Bears, while sophomore first
baseman Brian Jolliffe had a pair of singles for the losers.
Maine is now 9-6 since returning to the
North, and will next play Connecticut
Wednesday night at 7:30 in Portland.
UMaine Sports Notebook: Chris Lander's golf team will compete this week in
the NAC Championships in Ellington,
Conn.
The Tournament will run Monday
through Wednesday. The Black Bears
posted a third-place finish last season in
the same event.
Maine is led by Rick Jones, Aaron
Mayo, John Conley, Heath Cowan and
Jayson Adams.
•The softball team will play a pair of
doubleheaders this weekend against Drexetand Delaware on the road. Janet Anderson's crew, sporting a 16-17 mark will
open up the home portion of their schedule on April 19 against Hofstra.

goal lifts B's
to 6-5 win
over Buffalo
By Bucky Gleason
Associated Press Writer
BUFFALO, N.Y.(AP) — Bryan Smolinski ripped a slap shot between Dominik
Hasek's legs with 20.1 seconds remaining
to lift the Boston Bruins to a 6-5 victory over
the Buffalo Sabres on Sunday.
Buffalo had tied the game with 43 seconds remaining on Yuri Khmylev's goal
before Smolinski put the Sabres away with
his second goal of the game.
Mats Naslund scored a pair of goals in
the third period for the Bruins, who were
without Cam Neely.
The Sabres came back from a 5-3 deficit
in the final eight minutes on two goals by
IChmylev.He pulled Buffalo within 4-3 when
he took a cross-ice pass from Gary Galley and
tied the game when he tipped in a loose puck.
Craig Billington,acquired for future considerations from the Ottawa Senators on
Friday, made 22 saves for the victory in his
debut with Boston. He was 0-6-2 with the
see BRUINS on page 19
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• Golf

• Baseball

Fehr doesn't foresee another strike Crenshaw wins his 2nd Masters
By Doug Tucker
AP Sports Writer
HAINES CITY,Fla.(AP)— Another
baseball strike is unlikely this season,
union head Donald Fehr said Sunday as
he began his tour of major league training
camps.
"Anything is possible, but I wouldn't
bet on it," Fehr said. "We're focusing
on the negotiations. I want to try to get an
agreement."
Fehr, who led the players union
through a 232-day strike that ended without a new agreement, met with the Kansas City Royals for about 80 minutes
Sunday and then left for a joint meeting
with the Cleveland Indians and Detroit
Tigers.
"It's a relief in a way to have this
phase of it over with, but it's only a
phase," Fehr said. "We've now got to
try to find a way to restart negotiations
and get an agreement without coming
to this impasse again. That's the job
now."
Fehr said he hoped to get back to the
bargaining table by the end of the threeweek spring training.
"We've been ready ever since the
30th," he said. "We're ready any time,
any day."
He said he had been in contact with
acting commissioner Bud Selig on resuming talks. The owners' ruling executive council is scheduled to meet Tuesday night and Wednesday in Milwaukee.
"Bud indicated to me Friday he
thought it would be a while. He's putting

stufftogether," Fehr said."ButI'm hopeful we'll get something put back together
before the end of spring training or immediately thereafter.
"I was reasonably hopeful following
the meetings on the 27th and 30th that
we were moving in each other's direction, obviously enough that we could
find a meeting point. We were close to
resolving a number of issues. What I'm
going to focus on is pushing that process
along. I'll consider it a victory when we
have a collective bargaining agreement.
Then it will be a victory for everybody."
Fehr said he agreed with owners that
players share a responsibility to help repair the game's relationship with fans.
"We're thinking about various ideas
internally in that regard," he said."There
are some things we can do by ourselves
and some things we can do in conjunction
with the clubs.
"I think fans have to got to become
comfortable with themselves. Each city
is different. I just believe that as the
games get going again, the product is so
good that people are going to want to see
it. We've got to do some reaching out to
fans, too."
Many free agents are taking huge salary hits this week, taking reductions of
80 percent and greater from the money
they made a year ago.
"I think they basically understand the
situation," Fehr said. "But the falloff in
national TV revenue was going to happen anyway. While there was a significant falloff due to the strike, there was
also a significant dropoff in what they
had to pay.

game. In fact, Crenshaw remarkably had
no three-putt greens in
the
AP Sports Writer
tournament.Crenshaw, who went to AusAUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) — Ben Cren- tin, Texas, on Wednesday for Penick's
shaw, who last Sunday took one last les- funeral,saw the famed 90-year-old teachson from his teacher Harvey Penick, won er on Sunday, the day Penick died.
the Masters championship exactly a week
"I had one last lesson with Harvey,"
after Penick died.
Crenshaw said earlier in the tournament.
Taming the treacherous Augusta Na- "He said,'Can you please get a putter and
tional greens with a confident putting show me how you're stroking that ball?'
stroke bolstered by Penick's reassuring And he said,'Now,I want you to take two
words, Crenshaw shot a final-round 68 to good practice strokes and then trust yourfinish at 14-under-par 274, one stroke self and don't let that club get past your
ahead of Davis Love and three ahead of hands in the stroke."
No course requires more nerve, touch
Greg Norman and Jay Haas.
As his final putt dropped on the last and confidence with the putter than Augreen, Crenshaw bent over and clasped gusta National, where the steeply contoured greens are shaved to table-top speed
his head, overcome with emotion.
It was a slam-bang finish after the day for the Masters.
Crenshaw mastered it brilliantly.
started with 12 players within four strokes
of Crenshaw and third-round co-leader
Brian Henninger.
And it all turned, as always, on the
tricky back nine at Augusta.
The crunching blow came at No. 16
when, with Love safely in the clubhouse
at 13-under, Crenshaw hit a brilliant iron
shot that showed enormous knowledge of
the course, hitting well right ofthe hole on
the par-3 and curling down the slope to 3
feet.
He knocked it in for the birdie that put
him at 14 under and rode that emotion to
a 12-footer for birdie at No. 17. He played
No. 18 safely amd made a bogey.
It was the second Masters title for the
43-year-old Crenshaw, who won in 1984
and also has finished second twice and in
the top-10 seven other times,certain proof
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT' FOREST FIRES
,<3
1711
that he is one of the best putters in the

By Ron Sirak

WASTED
YOUTH.

'41

HOW TO GET YOUR JOLLIES
AT COLLEGE 24 HOURS A DAY.
Open a tab at a diner.
Belgian waffles and cheese fries with gravy
are delicious, regardless of the hour.
Visit a local court of law.
Plenty of seating, unique conversation and
drama that improves the later it gets.
Be the gym night janitor.
Work Out at your leisure and never wait
in line for lat pulldowns or the erg.
Get a Citibank Classic card.
For your peace of mind, operators are on
call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

agEffiR
WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.
To apply call I -800-CITI8ANK
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• Baseball

Former UMaine pitcher changes teams
By John Mossman
AP Sports Writer
TUCSON,Ariz.(AP)— The Colorado
Rockies, in the market for a left-handed
power hitter and a ground-ball pitcher, acquired both this weekend, signing free
agents Larry Walker and Bill Swift to multiyear contracts.
Walker, a 28-year-old right fielder,

NBA Glance
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pct.
x-Orlando
54
21
.720
x-New York 49
25
.662
Boston
32
43
.427
Miami
29
46
.387
New Jersey 28
47
.373
Philadelphia 21
54
.280
Washington 18
57
.240
Central Division
x-Indiana
49
27
.645
x-Charlotte 45
29
.608
x-Chicago
41
34
.547
x-Cleveland 40
35
.533
Atlanta
.493
37
38
Milwaukee 30
45
.400
Detroit
27
47
.365
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pct.
x-San Antonio55
.753
18
53
x-Utah
22
.707
Houston
43
31
.581
Denver
35
38
.479
33
Dallas
40
.452
Minnesota
20
54
.270
Pacific Division
53
21
x-Seattle
.716
-Phoenix
52
22
x
.703
x-L.A. Lakers 47
27
.635
Portland
39
34
.534
Sacramento 35
39
.473
Golden State 23
51
.311
L.A. Clippers 16
59
.213
x-clinched playoff berth.
Saturday's Games
New Jersey 103, Miami 93
Philadelphia 109, Orlando 99
Seattle 125, Dallas 98
New York 113, Detroit 96
San Antonio 112, Golden State 99
L.A. Clippers 112, Sacramento 105
Sunday's Games
Late Games Not Included
Indiana 97, Charlotte 68
Boston 110, Washington 98
Cleveland 79, Chicago 78
Milwaukee 102, Atlanta 99

signed a $22 million, four-year contract
that includes an option for a fifth year that
could make the deal worth $25 million.
Swift,a 33-year-old right-handed pitcher from South Portland, Maine, signed a
$13.1 million, three-year deal.
"We're absolutely thrilled we could
land the two top free agents we have been
after since last fall," Rockies general manager Bob Gebhard said. "A lot of names
have surfaced, but these were the two we
felt could improve our ballclub the most."
Walker and Swift donned uniforms and
worked out with their new team later Saturday.
Walker, who hit .322 with 19 homers
and 86 RBIs at Montreal in the strikeshortened 1994 season, gives the Rockies
the left-handed power they have not had in
their first two years ofexistence. He should
be a good fit for Coors Field, the Rockies'
new home, where the power alley in rightcenter field is only 375 feet from home
plate, and he also bolsters Colorado's defense.
Swift, 39-19 with a 2.70 ERA in the
last three seasons at San Francisco, figures to be the mainstay of the Colorado
staff. A sinker-ball pitcher who played for
the University of Maine, he has had success at Denver's mile-high elevation,
where routine fly balls tend to become
homers.
"This is a tremendous day for me to

have two players of this caliber come to our — that this team is going to win,because of
organization," Rockies manager Don Bay- the commitment they've shown to all their
lor said. "Two years ago, we were crawl- players. And these fans are the best in the
ing. Last year we got up on our feet. Now league by far."
we're off and jogging. Billy Swift is a
"With all the turmoil in the off-seacomplete pitcher. Larry Walker is a rising son," Swift said, "the Rockies were the
star. In our clubhouse right now, there's a one team that really stayed after me. This
lot of positive feeling that maybe we didn't wasn't really a tough choice to make. This
have two days ago."
is a first-class organization, they have new
Gebhard reached final agreements with field, and they have great fans."
both players within 25 minutes Saturday
Walker, who had arthroscopic surgery
morning. The Rockies delayed concluding on his throwing shoulder last October, rethe deals until after the Friday midnight sumed throwing in January.
deadline for clubs to tender contracts, thus
"I've been throwing without pain and
avoiding having to give up draft choices to feel I'm throwing well," he said. "It's
Montreal and San Francisco.
getting nothing but stronger."
Gebhard called Walker "one of the
The signing of Walker means incumpremier — if not THE premier — free bent right fielder Dante Bichette, who
agent outfielders that were out there." As agreed to a one-year deal late Thursday,
for Swift, Gebhard said, "he's going to likely will move to left. Ellis Burks, recutake the mound every fifth day,and the flip perating from an injured left wrist, will
side is we don't have to hit against him any eventually settle into center field.
more, which has made for a lot of happy
"I just came from the best outfield in
faces in our clubhouse."
baseball with Marquis(Grissom)and MoiAgainst the Rockies, Swift has a career ses (Alou)," Walker said. "I think there
record of 4-0 with a 1.27 ERA.
might be a better outfield in the league now
Both players were introduced during a — and it's right here."
news conference and said they were influThe Rockies' old ballpark, Mile High
enced to sign with Colorado because of the Stadium, proved to be a graveyard for
unwavering interest the club showed in many pitchers. Coors Field, with somethem.
what longer distances to the fences but a
"It's a good feeling to know you're similarly spacious outfield, also should
wanted," Walker said. "Also, I can see prove challenging for pitchers. Swift,howeventually down the road — if not this year ever, isn't worried.

Bruins

continued from page 17

Senators and allowed seven goals in a loss to
the Sabres about two weeks ago.
Mariusz Czerkawski had a goal and two
assists for the Bruins. Glen Murray also
scored for the Bruins, who have two victories and a tie over the Sabres in three meetings this season.
Buffalo's Pat LaFontaine scored the
399th goal of his career. Bob Sweeney and
Wayne Presley added goals, and Alexander
Mogilny had two assists.
Buffalo scored the game's firsttwo goals
before Boston answered with four straight,
c seconds later, Naslund gave Boston a twogoal lead about nine minutes left.

Buffalo was ahead 2-0 on goals by
Sweeney and LaFontaine before Smolinski
got Boston rolling in the second period.
Smolinski's 14th of the season came when
he beat Hasek with a wrist shot from the slot
to bring Boston within 2-1.
The Bruins tied the game on Czerkawsi's power-play goal with 6:25 left in the
second period.
Czerkawski received a pass from Ray
Bourque near the right circle, waited for
Hasek to drop to his knees and lifted a wrist
shot over the goaltender's shoulder.
Boston took the lead for good 1:47 later
when Glen Murray beat Hasek with a slap

shot from the top of the right circle. Adam
Oates dug the puck out of the corner before
Murray put the Bruins ahead 3-2.

Absolute Soccer
Cid Dyjak • proprietor

Show UMaine ID 2,
receive an additional
10% OFF all sale items.
we do only soccer and we do it good

Art

supplies • equipment • novelties• retail & team sales

100% HoRdCoRe SoCCer
22 N Main St., Old Town, ME 04468
207/827-8201

CHINA GARDEN
Stressed Out?
Come enjoy an exotic

Polynesian drink.

$1.00 OFF

Happy Hour

any footiong Sub
Good with this coupon only
t good with an otliff specials

Mill Street, Orono

We
Deliver

866-3550
L.

2pm - 5pm everyday
Delicous luncheon specials
end at 4pm.
Call 866-7344 or 866-5844

-1

Maine State ID required
VIP
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•NBA re-cap

Red-hot Celtics burn Bullets; Cavs edge Bulls
Celtics 110, Bullets 98
LANDOVER, Md. (AP)- Sherman
Douglas scored 22 points as the Boston
Celtics won a season-high fifth straight game,
beating Washington 110-98 Sunday afternoon to extend the Bullets' losing streak to
11 games.
Dino Radja added 20,including 12 in the
fourth quarterm while Dominique Wilkins
had 16.

Gheorghe Muresan scored a career-high
30 points for Washington, which is three
losses shy of tying a franchise record for
consecutive losses. Muresan hit 13 of 15
shots from the field.
The 11 losses are the most for the
Bullets since they moved to Washington
from Baltimore 23 years ago. The franchise's longest losing streak came in 196667, when Baltimore dropped 13 consecu-

tive games.
Cavaliers 79, Bulls 78
CLEVELAND (AP)-The Cleveland
Cavaliers may have found their Jordan-stopper.
Bobby Phills hounded Michael Jordan
into 9-for-26 shooting Sunday,including an
errant 25-footer at the buzzer, as the Cavs
held off the Chicago Bulls 79-78. In two
games against Phills,Jordan is 18-for-53,34

percent.
The Cavs narrowly survived a Jordanled charge that erased most of a 10-point
lead in the final three minutes. Jordan finished with 21 points and Scottie Pippen 19
for the Bulls,whose six-game winning streak
ended.
Mark Price had 20 and Phills and John
Williams 19 each for the Cavs, who ended a
four-game losing streak.

Classifieds
for rent
Boothbay Harbor Waterfront Inn hiring
experienced wait, kitchen, house staff for
summer. L. Metzger Lawnmeer, 2245 N.
Beach Rd,Englewood,FL(813)475-7725.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn upto $2,000+/
month. World travel. Seasonal & full-time
positions. No exp necessary. For info. call 1206-634-0468 ext. C50675.
Resort Jobs - Work at one of the many
Resorts in the United States. Locations include Hawaii, Florida, Rockies, New England,
etc. Earn to $12/hr.+tips. For more information, call (206)632-0150 ext. R50672.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 billion in
private sector grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible regardless
of grades, income, or parent's income. Let
us help. Call Student Financial Services: 1800-263-6495 ext. F50673.
A tutor wanted for Mat 111 and MAT
115 next fall and this semester. $5/hr.
Call Bill at 581-7170.
Career Assistants Needed - 1995-96
Great opportunity for gaining exp. For
info call Career Ctr x1359.
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS available in NY, PA, New England. Instructors needed: Tennis, Swimming (WSI),
Baseball,
Sailing,
Lacrosse,
Windsurfing, Waterskiing, Rollerb lade
Hockey, Archery, Ceramics, Gymnastics, Ropes, Outdoors. 1-800-443-6428
Bar Harbor: Bluenose Inn is looking for a
few good graduating Bears! Accepting
applications for front desk, restaurant
staff and grounds/maintanence positions.
MUST BE ABLE TO STAY THROUGH Oct.
31, 1995. Please call (207)288-3348 for
interview information.
Photographers Wanted: Must have
some darkroom experience and own gear.
Drop by The Maine Campus or call 1-3059.
Tennis Jobs- Summer boys and girls sports
camps in Mass. Looking for instructors with
good tennis background who can teach
children to play tennis. Good salary, room &
board, travel allowance. Men call: Camp
Winadu(800)494-6238,Women call: Camp
Danbee (800)392-3752.
Waterfront Jobs - Swimming/sailing/
waterskiing - prestigious boys and girls
summer sports camps in Massachusetts. High salary, room and board,
travel allowance. Men call: Camp
Winadu (800)494-6238, Women call:
Camp Danbee (800)392-3752.

Summer Sublet in Bangor: Onebedroom apt. in a beautiful old
Victorian, includes all utilities. Call F.J.
Gallagher at 581-1271 or 947-1624.
Modern, clean, 5br + 2 bath
townhouse apt. Close to univ. Lease
available June 1 & Sept 1. $800/mo.
heated. $170 per 5 or $200 per 4. Call
827-6212 or 827-0471.
Country Living Townhouse Apts - 9mi
from campus 2br 1 1/2 bath, kit, Ir dr on
site, laundry, heat, hotwater incl. $600/
mo 1 yr. lease, sec. dep. 866-7798.
Now renting for fall and spring - 2-3
br apt price $475-$750. Call Kerr Olsen
941-9539. Everyday + 4 br house.
Orono Apts Showing & leasing apts for
next fall. Heat and Hot water incl. No
pets. Elf 1-2-3-4 bed apts start at $200/
mo. Also 1,2,4 bed apts in Old Town.
CALL 827-7231.
Orono - Washburn Place $690/mo
Availabilities beginning mid-May.
Luxury two bedroom townhome.
Includes heat, water, & sewer. No pets.
Sec. dep. & lease required. Close to
campus. W/D hook up & private decks.
Call 945-6955.
Rooms for Rent 10 min to UM all
utilities paid inc cable. $190/mo.
Call 827-2705 or 827-6744.
Sublet small 1 br apartment. 1/2
mile from campus. Pay rent and
electric. Neighbors all non-trad.
866-7313.
Old Town - Exc. cond., Ig lbr heat ana
hot water incl. $400/month + security
avail 5/1. 827-7002.
3 br townhouse apt. Avail. April 1.
Modern, clean. Close to university.
$675 - everything incl. 827-6212.
Orono Summer Rent - 1-2 br apartment. $350 + elec. Call Mike at 8664058.
For Rent or Sublet: 4bdrm, 2bath, huge
kitchen w/dishwshr, close 2 campus.
Avail: June, call 866-2852. Leave msg.
3 bedroom apt for summer. Available May 15 all utilities paid. Call for
details. 947-4072.
4 br heat included. Renovated
completely; Old Town. Call Dave 9415148. Avail. mid-May. $850.
Old Town - 3br 1st floor. Spacious & clean
- on bus route. $700 + sec. dep. - heated.
942-2314 ext 115 or eve 537-3555.

fOld Town - 3br spacious & clean - on
bus route. $450 + heat + elec. + sec. dep.
req. 942-2314 ext 115 or eve 537-3555.
Summer Sublet: Lg. 2bdrm. Main St. in
Orono. Heat & water inc. $350/month
thru August 15th. Call 866-2505.
Orono - Spacious 2br apt avail, for
summer, possibly fall $500/mo. Call
Brendan or Daron at 866-3585.
Old Town - apt for rent 5/15-9/1. 3br,
very spacious! H/hw incl. $675/mo.
May rent will be paid. Call 827-7512.
Milford 3br house - avail mid-may. 1
1/2 bath w/waterfront view. $500/mo
+ util. Call 827-2962.
One bedroom heat & hotwater
included downtown Orono. Available
April 1st. $285. 866-2518 or 866-3248.
Orono - one, two, three bedroom apts
available June 1st. Best landlords in town.
Good prices. 866-2518 or 866-3248.
3 bdrm. house in Orono, 1 mile from
campus. Parly furnished, quiet neighborhood. Avail. June 1.235-2389.
Orono Apartment - 2 to 3 bdrm
avail. May to Aug. Sublet or long-term.
Call 866-2516 or 941-9113.

for sale
Car stereos, alarms, rem. starters sales/
installation. Rockford - Fosgate, Eclipse,
JVC, JBL. SoundShapers. 989-1889.
Modern, 3br townhouse, here 3+ years.
Buy and save money. $54,900. 1 1/2
bath. 947-8153.
1987 Ford Escort. Must sell. A fantastic
car for $900 or BO. It runs great. Call
Hugo at 866-0466.
Europe $169 o/w Caribbean/Mexicc
$189 r/t. If you can beat these prices start
your own damn airline! Air-Tech
Ltd.(212)219-7000, info@aerotech.com
'86 metallic-gray Pontiac Grand-Am,
exc. body & interior, reliable, 120,000
miles. Call 827-7956.
'82 Yamaha Maxim 750cc motorcycle. Looks good, real fast. $650 or
bo. Call 866-3257.
Rental Bikes for sale! Acadia Bike &
Canoe of Bar Harbor, ME annual used
mountain bike sale. Tuesday, April 11th;
Lown Room 9:00am. Bikes are in
excellent condition - '94 models serviced daily. They look & ride like new.
All sizes* Full frame warranty. Great
prices. Come early for best selection.
Credit cards welcome. See ya there.
288-9605.

miscellaneous
Free Financial Aid! Over $6 billion in
private sector grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parents income.
Let us help. Call Student Financial Services:
1-800-6495, ext. F50672.
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy? We'll
help. Free pregnancy test. 942-1611.
Orono Thrift Shop - Wed 11-4, Sat
11-2. Take Pine St, (off Main St.) 2nd
right off Pine (Birch).
Student Groups or individual
vendors - There are spaces available at
Bumstock. Call Renee at 581-1840.
You are getting sleepy...Your eyelids
are getting heavy. You want to go to
Healthy Passions programs. You want
to win a free t-shirt. You want to learn
how to make your relationships better.
You want to have fun and meet new
people. Now when I count backwards
from three you will wake up...

personals
Jen, Sonny, & Annette - The Cancun
Banana Club wet t-shirt babes - I have
a present for u. Call (515)852-4511.
Brown-Eyed Girl - I'm glad we can be
open with each other. The appointment is set for Friday. Thands for
another great weekend. - Big Spender
Tina - Meet me at the massage
workshop on Monday at York Hall.
Let's rub each other with scented oils.
Women,who needs'em! I do, but for
now I'm going to the Sindle and Satisfied,
Workshop. April 13 at 6:30 in Aroostook
Hall.

roommates
3 br/2 1/2 bath/hardwood floors,
newly refinished. Share w/graduate
and professional. Available June 1.
827-2499.
Share house in Orono. Modern,
quiet, near busline. NONSMOKER.
$250/mo + 1/4 utilities. 866-5548 or
581-1036.

lost & found
Found - lady's watch on 4/3 close to
university pool. Please call 866-3862.

To get your classified ad sto
Cost is $1 per line. (One line equals 35 characters includ ng all spaces and punctuatio ..)
Take advantage of our FREE lost & Found ad and our 3 lines 3 days for $3 special. Any uestions? Call 581-1273.

